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Mg2Si-Mg2Sn solid solutions are promising thermoelectric materials for

vehicle waste-heat recovery owing to their high figure-of-merit (ZT ), light

weight, low cost, and non-toxicity. The optimized ZT of Mg2Si0.4Sn0.6 peaks

at ⇠ 750 K because its relatively narrow band gap results in the pronounced

bipolar thermoelectric transport at higher temperatures. This bipolar trans-

port can be eliminated by widening the band gap via Ge substitution. Sb-

doped Mg2Si0.4Sn0.6�yGey (y=0, 0.1, 0.2) compositions have been synthesized

and their thermoelectric properties have been measured. The measurement

results suggest that the bipolar conduction was e↵ectively suppressed in the

Ge-substituted compositions. In addition, a triple-parabolic-band model has

been established to extract of the lattice contribution from the total thermal

conductivity. The calculation results indicate that Ge substitutions slightly

reduce the lattice thermal conductivity of Mg2Si0.4Sn0.6.
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Mg vacancies can be introduced in Mg2SixSn1�x due to Mg evaporation

and oxidation. To understand the role of Mg vacancies on the electronic struc-

ture and transport properties, Mg2Si0.4Sn0.6 with various Mg deficiency and Sb

doping levels have been synthesized and their transport properties have been

investigated. The results suggest that Mg vacancies create localized hole states

inside the band gap instead of moving the Fermi level into the valence band

as would be predicted by a rigid band model. This hypothesis is confirmed

by density-functional theory calculations, which show that the hole states are

trapped at Mg vacancies above the valence band. This localized-states model

also provides a good interpretation of the electron-hopping transport behavior

in Mg2��SixSn1�x.

The thermal stability issue of Mg2SixSn1�x needs to be addressed be-

fore the material can be applied in practical thermoelectric devices. It was

found that the Mg2Si0.4Sn0.6 pellet could be oxidized at 823 K in inert gas

atmosphere. The sample’s carrier concentration decreases significantly due to

the Mg vacancies caused by sample oxidation. It has been demonstrated that

the atomic-layer deposited Al2O3 coating can e↵ectively protect Mg2Si0.4Sn0.6

from oxidation in inert gas and even in air. This Al2O3 thin-film coating also

provides in situ protection to Mg2SixSn1�x during the laser flash measurement

and therefore eliminates the measurement errors that occur to the unprotected

samples as a result of sample oxidation and graphite exfoliation.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Thermoelectric principles

Fossil fuels, as currently the world’s primary energy source, are finite

resources. The use of fossil fuels has caused environmental concerns such as air

pollution and climate change. Renewable energy is believed to be the solution

to the energy crisis and environmental problems. However, there is a long way

to go before shifting the major energy dependence from fossil fuel to renewable

energy.

Thermoelectrics provides an alternative approach to solve the energy

problem by harvesting waste-heat energy and directly converting it to elec-

tricity. The estimated US energy use in 2014 shown in FIG. 1.1 indicates that

almost 60% of the total energy was wasted. In the transportation category,

79% of the energy was rejected. More specifically, up to 65% of the heat energy

produced in a vehicle combustion engine is lost in the form of waste heat.[3]

Thermoelectric generators are designed to convert the temperature di↵erence

into electricity by using the Seebeck e↵ect. Thermoelectric generators can

be applied in power plant to convert the waste heat into additional electricity;

they can also be used in the automobile industry to improve the fuel e�ciency.

1



Figure 1.1: Estimated U.S. energy use in 2014, published by Lawrence Liver-
more National Laboratory.
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Thermoelectrics also has the applications in solid-state refrigeration.

When a voltage is applied, a thermoelectric device can transfer heat from one

side to the other, operating by thePeltier e↵ect. Compared to the traditional

vapor-compression refrigerators, thermoelectric coolers do not have moving

parts or circulating liquids and therefore are more stable and long lasting.

1.1.1 Thermoelectric e↵ect

“In fact, by establishing a circuit between two wires immersed to di↵er-

ent depths, I’d be able to obtain electricity through the diverging temperatures

they experience.”

–Captain Nemo in Twenty Thousand Leagues Under the Sea[4]

The classic science fiction published in 1870 described the idea of gen-

erating electricity from a temperature gradient. The scientific principle under-

lying this idea is the thermoelectric e↵ect.

a. Seebeck e↵ect

In early 1820s, Baltic German physicist Thomas Johann Seebeck de-

scribed the occurrence of an electric current induced by a temperature di↵er-

ence at two junctions connecting two dissimilar metals.[5, 6] The magnitude of

the open-circuit voltage (dV ) is linearly related to the temperature di↵erence

(dT ) by the Seebeck coe�cient (S) of a material:

dV = S ⇥ dT (1.1)

b. Peltier e↵ect

3



In 1834, French physicist Jean Charles Athanase Peltier found that

the opposite of the Seebeck e↵ect is also true: an electric current through

two connected metals could cause a temperature di↵erence between the two

connecting junctions.[7] The heat transported per unit time (Q̇) depends on

the current (I) and the Peltier coe�cient (⇡) of two materials:

Q̇Peltier = (⇡1 � ⇡2)⇥ I (1.2)

c. Thomson e↵ect

In 1851, British physicist William Thomson (later Lord Kelvin) pre-

dicted and observed that when an electric current flows in a homogeneous con-

ductor with a temperature gradient, heat is either produced or absorbed.[8]

The heat production rate (dQ̇) is proportional to the current (I) and tem-

perature gradient (dT ); the proportional constant is known as the Thomson

coe�cient (�).

dQ̇Thomson = ��⇥ I ⇥ dT (1.3)

Thomson also described the interrelationships between the Seebeck co-

e�cient, Peltier coe�cient, and Thomson coe�cient, known as the Kelvin

Relations:

⇡ = S ⇥ T (1.4)

� =
d⇡

dT
� S = T

dS

dT
(1.5)
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1.1.2 Thermoelectric device and e�ciency

One thermoelectric device typically consists of legs made of two dissim-

ilar thermoelectric materials: one is electron-doped (n-type) and the other is

hole-doped (p-type). These thermoelectric legs are placed thermally in parallel

between ceramic ends and electrically in series through metallic interconnect-

ing materials. FIG.1.2 presents schematic drawings of two configurations of the

thermoelectric device: the power generation mode and the refrigeration mode.

When a temperature di↵erence is maintained between the two ceramic ends,

the device will generate electric current. When there is an electric current

flowing in the circuit, the device will absorb heat from one end and dissipate

that heat to the other end.

How e�cient is a thermoelectric device? The energy conversion e�-

ciency of a thermoelectric device depends on the thermoelectric properties of

the leg materials. For a single thermoelectric material, its ability of converting

heat energy to ectrical power is measured by a dimensionless figure-of-merit,

ZT :

ZT =
S2�


T (1.6)

where S is the Seebeck coe�cient, � is the electrical conductivity,  is the

thermal conductivity and T is the absolute temperature.[9]

For a thermoelectric power generator, the maximum energy conversion

e�ciency (⌘max) is calculated as:

⌘max =
W

Q
=

TH � TC

TH

p
1 + ZTM � 1p
1 + ZTM + TC

TH

(1.7)
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Figure 1.2: (a) A thermoelectric module configured as a power generator;
(b) a thermoelectric module configured as a thermoelectric refrigerator. A
thermoelectric module consists of two thermoelectric materials (p- and n-doped
semiconductors) connected electrically in series through electrical contact pads
and thermally in parallel between ceramic ends. The black arrows indicate the
direction of current flow in the thermoelectric circuit.
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where Q is the absorbed heat energy and W is the electrical energy generated

by the device. TH and TC are the temperature at the hot and cold end,

respectively. TH�TC

TH
is the Carnot e�ciency. TM is the average temperature

between the hot and cold surface, and ZTM is a modified dimensionless figure-

of-merit taking into consideration the thermoelectric properties of both leg

materials used in the device.[10]

1.1.3 Power factor and thermal conductivity

The dimensionless figure-of-merit (ZT ) essentially measures the com-

petition between the thermoelectric power factor (PF = S2�) and the thermal

conductivity () in a material. Therefore, the majority of research e↵orts made

to improve ZT fall into two categories: thermoelectric power factor improve-

ment and thermal conductivity reduction.

According to the Mott formula[11], the Seebeck coe�cient S depends

on the energy derivative of the electrical conductivity �

� = enµ (1.8)

at the Fermi energy EF , where e is the carrier charge, n is the carrier density

and µ is the carrier mobility:

S =
⇡2

3

kB
e
kBT (

@(ln�)

@E
)|E=EF

=
⇡2

3

kB
e
kBT (

1

n

@n

@E
+

1

µ

@µ

@E
)|E=EF

(1.9)

With the parabolic band and energy-independent scattering approximation,[12]

S =
8⇡2k2

B

3eh2
m⇤

dT (
⇡

3n
)
2
3 (1.10)
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and

n =
4⇡

h3
(2kBT )

3
2m⇤

d

3
2F 1

2
(⇠) (1.11)

where kB is the Boltzmann constant, h is the Plank’s constant, m⇤
d is the total

density-of-state(DOS) e↵ective mass, F 1
2
(⇠) is the 1

2
order Fermi-Dirac integral

of the reduced Fermi level ⇠. Based on equations 1.8-1.11, the thermoelectric

power factor S2� is proportional to m⇤
d

3
2µ. In other words, both large DOS

e↵ective mass at the band edge and high carrier mobility are required in order

to achieve a high power factor. Furthermore, electron mobility and band

e↵ective mass are interdependent; the precise form of their relationship is

determined by the carrier scattering mechanism. Carrier mobility is related to

the carrier relaxation time (⌧e) and inertial e↵ective mass (m⇤
I) by

µ = e
⌧e
m⇤

I

(1.12)

In many semiconductor crystals, the acoustic phonon scattering dominates

the carrier scattering process and the carrier relaxation time ⌧e is related to a

single valley e↵ective mass m⇤
b by

⌧e / m
⇤� 3

2
b (1.13)

The total DOS e↵ective mass (m⇤
d) is related to the single valley e↵ective mass

(m⇤
b) by the valley-degeneracy number (Nv)

m⇤
d = N

2
3
v m⇤

b (1.14)

Equations 1.12-1.14 suggest that when acoustic phonon scattering is domi-

nating, m⇤
d

3
2µ / Nv/m⇤

I . In other words, a semiconductor with a high valley
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degeneracy and a small inertial e↵ective mass for each valley is desired to

achieve a high thermoelectric power factor.

The thermal conductivity () consists of electronic and lattice contri-

butions,  = e + L. The electronic thermal conductivity (e) is related

to the electrical conductivity (�) by the empirical Wiedemann-Franz law:

e = L ⇥ � ⇥ T , where the proportional constant L is the Lorenz number.

For many metals (degenerate electron limit), L = ⇡
2
3
k2B
e2

= 2.45 ⇥ 10�8 W ⌦

K�2. For doped semiconductors, the value of L depends on the position of the

Fermi level relative to the conductive band edge and varies between 1.5 and

2.5 ⇥10�8 W ⌦ K�2. Since the electronic thermal conductivity is coupled to

the electrical conductivity, many research e↵orts have focused on reducing the

lattice thermal conductivity (L).

1.2 Thermoelectric materials developments

1.2.1 Band engineering

The electronic transport properties of a material are closely related

to its electronic structure around the Fermi level. Thus, band-engineering

approaches have been adapted to improve the thermoelectric power factor.[13]

a. Band convergence

Electronic structures with a high band degeneracy are favorable for

their potentials of achieving a high thermoelectric power factor. In bulk ther-

moelectric materials, the band degeneracy can be enhanced by converging the

energy extrema of multiple bands. Pei et al. reported in PbTe1�xSex alloys,
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the energy of the principal (L) and secondary (⌃) valence bands have a dif-

ferent temperature dependence, which resulted in the band convergence at

high temperature.[14] This band convergence e↵ectively enhanced the band

degeneracy Nv and enabled a ZT of 1.8 at 850 K. In Mg2SixSn1�x solid solu-

tions, it was found that the relative energy position of two conduction bands

can be tuned by the solid-solution composition x. At x =0.6⇠0.7, these two

conduction bands converge and give rise to a ZT of 1.1⇠1.3.[2, 15]

b. Resonant doping

Resonant doping has also been demonstrated as an e↵ective band engi-

neering approach. It increases the band-edge density of states by introducing

additional resonant states to the host band through impurity doping.[16] Here-

mans et al. firstly reported that Tl dopants in PbTe created resonant states

near a band edge and e↵ectively enhanced the Seebeck coe�cient, which led

to a ZT of 1.5 at 773 K.[17] The resonant doping e↵ect was also reported in

Sn-doped Bi2Te3[18], Al-doped PbSe[19] and In-doped SnTe[20].

1.2.2 Lattice thermal conductivity reduction

a. Anharmonicity in the atomic bonding

It is believed that a high anharmonicity in the atomic bonding results

in very strong phonon-phonon interactions that intrinsically limit the lattice

thermal conductivity.[21] Zhao et al. reported ultra-low lattice thermal con-

ductivities along di↵erent axis in a SnSe single crystal that are associated with

a high Grüneisen parameter that reflects strong anharmonicity in the Sn-Se
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atomic bonding.[22]

b. Atomic disorder in unit cell

Atomic disorder in unit cells can reduce the lattice thermal conduc-

tivity by scattering phonons. Strategies of creating atomic disorder consist

of alloying, introducing point defects or “rattling” structures. Alloying with

isoelectronic cations or anions, e.g. Bi2Te3-Sb2Te3 and Mg2Si-Mg2Sn, can dis-

rupt phonon transport by creating atomic-mass fluctuations. Point defects

(interstitial sites, vacancies or impurity dopants) in a unit cell usually create

additional phonon-scattering centers. For example, it has been found that the

random La vacancies in La1�xTe strongly scatter phonons.[23] In crystal struc-

tures containing large void spaces such as clathrates (i.e. Sr8Ga16Ge30[24]) and

skutterudites (i.e. CoSb3[25]), partial filling of the void spaces with “rattling

atoms” can e↵ectively reduce the lattice thermal conductivities by scattering

the low-frequency phonons.

c. Complex crystal structures

In the search and design of good thermoelectric materials, Glen Slack

summarized the materials requirements using the “Phonon-glass electron-crystal”

concept: the phonon transport should be disrupted as in a glass, but the elec-

tron should have high mobility like in a crystalline semiconductor.[26] In some

complex crystal structures, there coexist “electron-crystal” substructures facil-

itating electron transport and “phonon-glass” layers accommodating dopants

and disordered structures. The Zintl compound CaxYb1�xZn2Sb2 is a good
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example of these complex crystal structures. CaxYb1�xZn2Sb2 crystal struc-

ture contains ordered Zn2Sb2 polyhedral layers separated by the disordered

Ca1�xYbx monolayers. The Zn2Sb2 framework is highly electron conductive;

the disordered Ca1�xYbx monolayer not only enables fine tuning of the carrier

concentration as a function of the Ca/Yb ratio, but also reduces the lattice

thermal conductivity due to the alloying e↵ect.[27]

d. Nanostructure and hierarchical structures

Micro-structural complexity in bulk thermoelectric materials reduces

lattice thermal conductivity by increasing the interfacial scattering of phonons.

For example, in the (AgSbTe2)(PbTe)m solid solutions, the nanoscale Ag-Sb

rich phase was found embedded in the PbTe matrix. The density di↵erence

between the Ag-Sb phase and the surrounding PbTe regions leads to the in-

terfacial scattering of phonons.[28] Furthermore, Biswas et al. demonstrated

an all-scale hierarchical-structure approach to reduce lattice thermal conduc-

tivity. They reported a ZT of 2.2 in the Na-doped PbTe-SrTe(4 mol.%) bulk

material consolidated by spark plasma sintering, which integrated phonon-

scattering sources of various length scales including the atomic lattice disorder

(Pb1�xSrxTe), nanoscale precipitates (SrTe in PbTe matrix) and mesoscale

grain boundaries.[29]
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Table 1.1: The lattice constant, electronic structure and lattice thermal con-
ductivity for Mg2B (B=Si, Ge, Sn) compounds.[2]

Compound Lattice constant Eg (0 K) ECH
� ECL

L

[Å] [eV] [eV] [Wm�1K�1]
Mg2Si 6.338 0.77 0.4 7.9
Mg2Ge 6.385 0.74 0.58 6.6
Mg2Sn 6.725 0.35 -0.16 5.9

1.3 Mg2SixSn1�x

solid-solution system and recent devel-
opments

Electron-doped Mg2SixSn1�x solid solutions are promising n-type ther-

moelectric materials for potential applications in vehicle waste-heat recovery

because of their desirable thermoelectric performance as well as its light weight,

low cost, earth abundance, and environmental friendliness of the majority of

the constituent elements.

1.3.1 Mg2B(B=Si, Ge, Sn) compounds and solid solutions

Mg2B (B=Si, Ge, Sn) compounds and their solid solutions all crystallize

in an anti-CaF2 crystal structure with the space group of Fm3̄m, as shown

in FIG. 1.3. The lattice parameters are 6.338, 6.385 and 6.725 Å for Mg2Si,

Mg2Ge and Mg2Sn, respectively.[2] The lattice parameters of the solid solutions

follow Vegard’s law: a(A1�xBx) = (1�x)a(A)+xa(B), where a(A1�xBx) is the

lattice constant of the solid solution, a(A) and a(B) are the lattice constants

of the pure constituents.

Mg2B (B=Si, Ge, Sn) are semiconductors with indirect band gaps. The
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Figure 1.3: The crystal structure of Mg2B (B=Si, Ge, Sn) compounds. (color
key: orange-Mg and grey-Si/Ge/Sn)

energy band gaps of Mg2Si, Mg2Ge and Mg2Sn are 0.77, 0.74, and 0.35 eV,

respectively. The electronic structure of Mg2B (B=Si, Ge, Sn) features two

conduction bands separated by a small energy gap. In Mg2Si and Mg2Ge, the

light conduction band (CL) is located at the conduction band minimum and

the heavy conduction band (CH) is above CL with a gap of 0.4 eV for Mg2Si

and 0.58 eV for Mg2Ge. In Mg2Sn, the energies of these two conduction bands

are inverted: CH locates at the conduction band minimum and CL is 0.16

eV above. Therefore, it was predicted and confirmed that the formation of

Mg2SixSn1�x or Mg2GexSn1�x solid solutions could enable the convergence of

the two conduction bands at an optimized composition.[2, 15]

The lattice thermal conductivities of Mg2Si, Mg2Ge and Mg2Sn are 7.9,
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6.6, and 5.9 Wm�1K�1, respectively. In the solid solutions, the lattice thermal

conductivities are significantly reduced due to the alloying e↵ect. The lowest

L for Mg2SixGe1�x, Mg2GexSn1�x, Mg2SixSn1�x solid solutions are 3, 2.5,

and 2.0 Wm�1K�1, respectively. Specifically, the Mg2SixSn1�x solid solutions

achieved the lowest L due to the largest mass mismatch between Si and Sn

atoms.

1.3.2 Synthesis methods

Mg2SixSn1�x solid solutions are usually synthesized from the pure Mg,

Si, and Sn elements. Elemental Mg is highly reactive to oxygen and highly

volatile above 600 K. Elemental Sn has a low melting point of 505 K. Therefore,

synthesis of Mg2SixSn1�x solid solutions should take place in vacuum or inert

gas atmosphere in order to avoid Mg oxidation. Extra Mg element is required

in the starting materials to compensate for the Mg loss due to Mg oxidation

and evaporation. In order to avoid Sn aggregation and improve the phase

homogeneity, annealing or multiple-step synthesis may be necessary. Serval

common synthesis methods of Mg2SixSn1�x solid solutions are listed below.

a. Direct melting

Mg2SixSn1�x polycrystalline ingots were prepared by direct melting the

constituent elements in a boron-nitride crucible with high-frequency heating.

The as-prepared ingots were then annealed for a long time in order to obtain

homogeneous solid solutions.[2]

b. Mechanical alloying
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Mg2SixSn1�x compounds can also be synthesized by mechanical alloy-

ing followed by hot pressing. The high-energy ball milling process e↵ectively

assists the formation of the solid-solution phases from the component elements.

[30, 31]

c. Flux method

The starting materials were well mixed, packed in a crucible and covered

by the B2O3 flux. The crucible was then sintered at 973 K in air for 10 hours.

During the sintering, the B2O3 flux melts at 450 oC and serves as a liquid

seal on the top of the crucible, protecting the starting materials from being

oxidized in air. The as-sintered alloy ingots were then ground and consolidated

by hot pressing.[32, 33]

d. Solid-state reaction

The starting-material powders are well-mixed and compacted as cylin-

ders, which then undergo a single or multiple-step solid-state reaction at

973⇠1023 K under vacuum or in argon gas. The as-obtained product was

ground into fine powder and consolidated by hot pressing or spark plasma

sintering.[34, 35, 36]

1.3.3 Materials developments

Mg2Si-Mg2Sn solid solution system has been studied since the 1960s.[37,

38, 39] In 2006, Zaitsev et al. reported a ZT of 1.1 in Sb-doped Mg2Si0.4Sn0.6

solid solution,[2] which has stimulated renewed research interests in this ma-

terial system.
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In Zaitsev et al.’s work, they systematically summarized the phys-

ical properties and electronic structure features of Mg2B (B=Si, Ge, Sn)

compounds and their solid solutions. They pointed out the formation of

Mg2SixSn1�x solid solution significantly reduces the lattice thermal conduc-

tivity due to the large mass di↵erence between Si and Sn. Furthermore,

with x=0.6 in Mg2SixSn1�x solid solution, the conduction bands splitting

(ECH
� ECL

) is minimized, which is desirable for the thermoelectric power

factor since the density of states is increased without a decrease of the carrier

mobility. They pointed out that Mg2Si0.4Sn0.6 is among the best compositions

of the solid solution and achieved a maximum ZT of 1.1 in this composition

by tuning the carrier concentration via Sb doping. In 2012, Liu et al. synthe-

sized a series of Mg2SixSn1�x (x=0.2-0.8) solid solutions and systematically

studied their thermoelectric properties at a constant carrier density.[15] Liu

et al. reported that the highest power factor and a ZT of 1.3 were obtained

in the composition of Mg2Si0.3Sn0.7, which coincides with a DFT calculation

predicting the conduction-band convergence at x=0.65⇠0.7. Both studies con-

firmed that the band convergence is an e↵ective approach of enhancing thermo-

electric properties in the Mg2SixSn1�x system. Besides the band-convergence

studies, other research e↵orts primarily focused on optimizing the carrier

concentration[40, 41, 42], searching for new dopants[43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48],

and understanding the structure-properties relationship in the Mg2Si-Mg2Sn

solid solution system[49, 50].
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1.4 Objectives

The overall goal of this dissertation is to improve the Mg2SixSn1�x

solid-solution system for its thermoelectric applications in vehicle waste-heat

recovery. Two types of research e↵orts have been made in order to approach

this goal: the first is to continue to improve the ZT of the Mg2SixSn1�x system

and the second is to understand and address the thermal stability issue existing

in this material.

This dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 2 overviews the ex-

perimental methods employed throughout this dissertation. Chapter 3 de-

scribes a band-gap widening approach to improve the high-temperature ZT

of Mg2Si0.4Sn0.6 by suppressing the thermoelectric bipolar e↵ect via Ge sub-

stitution. Chapter 4 suggests a localized-states model to account for the ef-

fect of Mg vacancies on the electronic structure and transport properties of

Mg2��Si0.4Sn0.6. Chapter 5 presents the thermal stability study of Mg2Si0.4Sn0.6

in inert gas atmosphere and proposes an atomic-layer-deposited Al2O3 thin

film as a protective coating for Mg2Si0.4Sn0.6 .
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Chapter 2

Experimental methods

2.1 Materials synthesis

The Mg2B (B=Si, Ge and Sn) compounds and their solid solutions are

synthesized using a single-step solid-state reaction followed by spark plasma

sintering.

2.1.1 Solid-state reaction

The stoichiometric amounts of Mg (99.8%, 325 mesh), Si (99.999%, 325

mesh), Sn (99.8%, 325 mesh), Ge (99.999%, 100 mesh) powders, with an extra

molar percent of Mg were well mixed in an agate mortar. For Mg2B (B=Si, Ge

and Sn) compounds, the extra Mg of ⇠ 10 atm.% is required to compensate

for the Mg loss. For the solid solutions, the extra Mg is 15⇠17 atm.%. In

addition, Sb (99.5%, 325 mesh) powder at 0 to 2 molar percent was doped

on the Si/Ge/Sn site to achieve di↵erent carrier concentrations. The powder

mixture was then pressed into cylinders under 20 MPa pressure. Afterwards,

the pellets were tightly wrapped in a Mo foil before placed in the center of a

tube furnace with a flow of mixture gas of Ar and H2 in ratio of 95:5 in order to

suppress the residual oxygen level. For Mg2B (B=Si, Ge and Sn) compounds,

the solid-state synthesis is conducted in the furnace at 823 K for 8 hours. For
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the solid solutions, the synthesis took place at 1023 K for 15 hours in order to

achieve a homogenous phase. After the solid-state synthesis is completed, the

product was taken out of the furnace and grounded into fine powder.

2.1.2 Spark plasma sintering

Spark plasma sintering (SPS) enables fast powder synthesis and/or con-

solidation by simultaneously apply a uniaxial pressure and electric-current

heating. [51, 52] The fine powder was firstly loaded into the graphite die and

sandwiched with two graphite punches. The whole set was then put in between

the two ramps inside the SPS chamber, through which the an initial 5 Mpa

pressure is applied in order to secure a good electrical contact between the

graphite punches and the metallic ramps. Next, the SPS chamber undergoes a

vacuum purging process in order to remove the residue oxygen. After a thresh-

old vacuum level is reached, both the pressure and electric current are applied

on the powder sample through the metallic ramps and the graphite die/punch

set. The consolidation pressure for Mg2B (B=Si, Ge and Sn) compounds and

solid solutions is usually around 50 Mpa. The maximum consolidation tem-

perature may vary with the specific compositions, i.e., 1273 K for Mg2Si, 873

K for Mg2Sn, and 1023 K for Mg2Si0.4Sn0.6. The holding time at the maximum

pressure and temperature is about 8 minutes.
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2.2 Measurement methods

2.2.1 Powder X-ray di↵raction

The phase purity and the crystal structure of samples were character-

ized by the powder X-ray di↵raction (XRD) on a Phillip X’pert or a Rigaku

MiniFlex 600 di↵ractometer with the Cu K↵ radiation. The obtained XRD

data were analyzed with the Jade software. The Rietveld refinements of XRD

data were conducted by using the Fullprof program.[53]

2.2.2 Seebeck coe�cient

The Seebeck coe�cient in the temperature range between 80 K and

320 K was measured with a home-built apparatus. The temperature gradient

across the sample was generated in two separate copper blocks which are un-

der precise temperature control and in good thermal contact with the sample

surfaces. The sample stage is sheltered in a Styrofoam canister and submerged

into a liquid-nitrogen Dewar for a measurement to 80 K. At each temperature

point, a 4T = 4 K is applied across the sample and the voltage di↵erence

(4V ) is recorded under thermal equilibrium. The Seebeck coe�cient is thus

obtained by S = 4V
4T

.[54]

The Seebeck coe�cient between 320 K and 800 K is measured on an-

other home-built setup by using the same principle described above. During

the measurement, the sample chamber is purged with argon gas in order to

protect the sample from possible oxidation at high temperatures.
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2.2.3 Electrical conductivity

Electrical conductivity between 10 K to 320 K was measured with a

four-probe technique on bar-shape samples with a typical rectangular geometry

of 0.5 mm ⇥ 0.5 mm ⇥ 5 mm. Four copper-wire probes are attached to the

sample surface in parallel by using the Indium pads. A typical probe spacing

is about 1 mm. A small current (I) was supplied through the outer two probes

and the voltage (V ) is measured between the inner two probes. The electrical

conductivity can be calculated by the equation: � = I
V
⇥ L

A
, where A is the

sample cross-sectional area and L is the spacing between two inner probes. To

eliminate the the contact voltage and thermoelectric potentials, the voltage

is recorded with +/- current at each temperature point. The measurement

temperature is controlled by a closed-circle refrigerator with helium gas as the

refrigerant.

The electrical resistance (R) of a sample is measured from 300 K to

800 K on a home-built apparatus by using the Van der Pauw method. The

electrical conductivity within this temperature range is calculated by: � =

R300K
R

⇥�300K , where R300K is the resistance measured by the high-temperature

apparatus at 300 K, and �300K is the sample’s electrical conductivity at 300 K

measured by the low-temperature method described above.

2.2.4 Thermal conductivity

The thermal conductivity between 10 K to 320 K is measured based

on a steady-state longitudinal heat flow method. When a constant heat flux
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is passing through a sample that is thermally connected to a reference with

a known thermal conductivity, both the temperature gradients on the sample

and the reference are measured.

q = �s ⇥4Ts ⇥
As

4xs

= �r ⇥4Tr ⇥
Ar

4xr

(2.1)

where q is the heat flow, 4x is the distance between thermal couples on refer-

ence (r) or sample (s), 4T is the temperature di↵erence along the heat flowing

direction across a distance 4x on reference (r) or sample (s), A is the cross-

sectional area of reference (r) or sample (s). From this equation, it is clear that

the respective thermal gradients of the sample and reference are inversely pro-

portional to their thermal conductivities. The sample’s thermal conductivity

can be calculated based on this equation.

The thermal conductivity above room temperature is calculated by

 = D ⇥ Cp ⇥ d, where D is the thermal di↵usivity, Cp is the heat capacity

and d is the sample density. The thermal di↵usivity (D) is measured by using

the laser flash method on a Netzsch LFA 457 apparatus. The heat capacity

(Cp) from 2 K to 400 K is measured with a Physical properties measurement

system (PPMS, Quantum design). Cp from 300 K to 800 K is obtained by

a di↵erential scanning calorimetry (DSC) system (Netzsch DSC 404). The

sample density (d) was measured by using the Archimedes’ method.

2.2.5 Thermal transport properties

The thermal transport option of PPMS allows the simultaneous mea-

surement of the Seebeck coe�cient, electrical resistivity, and thermal conduc-
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tivity from 2 K to 400 K. The measurement is conducted on a rectangular

sample with a typical geometry of 1 mm ⇥ 1 mm ⇥ 10 mm mounted in the

4-probe lead configuration.

2.2.6 Hall coe�cient

The Hall coe�cient from 2 K to 400 K is measured with a PPMS

by using the electrical transport option. The Hall coe�cient measurement is

usually conducted on a rectangular sample with a typical geometry of 3 mm ⇥

5 mm ⇥ 1 mm. When a longitudinal current (I) is passing through a sample

in a perpendicular magnetic field (B), a transverse Hall potential (VH) is built

up across the sample. The Hall resistance ⇢Hall = VH

I
linearly varies with

the magnetic field. The Hall coe�cient (RH) is obtained from the equation:

RH = d⇥ d⇢Hall

dB
, where d is the thickness of the sample and d⇢Hall

dB
is the slope

of ⇢Hall versus the magnetic field B.
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Chapter 3

Band-gap widening by Ge substitutions 1

The optimized thermoelectric figure of merit (ZT ) of Mg2Si0.4Sn0.6

peaks at about 750 K because its relatively narrow band gap results in pro-

nounced bipolar transport at higher temperatures. To suppress the bipolar

transport, we have conducted a combined experimental and theoretical inves-

tigation of Ge-substitution e↵ects on the band structures and thermoelectric

properties of Sb-doped Mg2Si0.4Sn0.6�yGey (y=0, 0.1, 0.2) synthesized by solid

state reaction. The measured transport properties of these compositions can

be interpreted by a triple-parabolic-band model based on first-principle cal-

culation of band structures. The results show that the bipolar conduction in

the temperature range up to 800 K was e↵ectively suppressed by Ge substi-

tution that widens the band gap. As a side e↵ect, Ge substitution induces

the separation of two otherwise converged conduction bands in Mg2Si0.4Sn0.6,

leading to reduced thermoelectric performance at low temperatures. The re-

sult of these two competing e↵ects is that Ge-substituted samples achieve

1L. Zhang, P. Xiao, L. Shi, G. Henkelman, J. B. Goodenough, and J.-S. Zhou. “Sup-
pressing the bipolar contribution to the thermoelectric properties of Mg2Si0.4Sn0.6 by Ge
substitution.” Journal of Applied Physics 117, 155103 (2015) L.Z., L.S., J.-S.Z. and J.B.G.
designed the research. L.Z. synthesized the materials and conducted the thermoelectric-
properties measurements. P.X. and G.H. calculated the electronic band structures. L.Z. and
P.X. drafted the manuscript and all authors commented on and improved the manuscript.
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the maximum power factor similar to that of Mg2Si0.4Sn0.6, but with an in-

creased peak temperature. In addition, Ge substitution reduces the bipolar

thermal conductivity while maintains the low lattice thermal conductivity of

Mg2Si0.4Sn0.6.

3.1 Introduction

Thermoelectric (TE) devices have received renewed research interest

because of potential applications in waste heat recovery and refrigeration. The

heat to electricity power conversion e�ciency of such devices is characterized

by the dimensionless figure of merit (ZT ) of the constituent thermoelectric

materials. ZT is calculated as ZT = S2�
L+e

T , where S is the Seebeck coe�-

cient, � is the electrical conductivity, T is the absolute temperature, L and

e are the lattice and electronic contributions to the thermal conductivity, re-

spectively. S, � and e are correlated electronic properties while L depends

on crystal structure and chemical bonding. In order to improve ZT , a variety

of approaches have been explored to enhance the power factor S2� and reduce

L. It has been reported that increasing conducting band degeneracy could

e↵ectively enhance the Seebeck coe�cient without sacrificing the electrical

conductivity.[14] It has also been demonstrated that some chemical doping can

introduce additional resonant electronic states and increase the total electronic

density of states near the Fermi energy, so that the power factor increases.[17]

On the other hand, the approaches for reducing L include employing crystal

structures with pronounced anharmonicity in the atomic bonding,[22] complex
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crystal structures,[55, 24, 56] alloying,[57] and nanostructuring,[58, 59] which

enhance phonon scattering by phonons, defects, or grain boundaries.

Electron-doped Mg2SixSn1�x solid solutions are promising n-type TE

materials for waste heat recovery because of their high thermoelectric perfor-

mance as well as the low cost, earth abundance, and environmental friendliness

of the majority of the constituent elements. Mg2SixSn1�x crystallizes in the

anti-fluorite crystal structure with the space group Fm3̄m, as shown in the

schematic drawing of FIG. 5.1 (a). With such a simple crystal structure,

the lattice thermal conductivities of Mg2SixSn1�x solid solutions are as low

as 2.0 W m�1 K�1 owing to a large mass mismatch between Si and Sn.[2]

Besides the low lattice thermal conductivity, Zaitsev et al. suggested that

two conduction bands converge at an optimized composition in Mg2SixSn1�x,

x = 0.6, giving rise to a high band degeneracy and therefore an enhanced

ZT .[2] Liu et al. latter systematically investigated the thermoelectric prop-

erties of Mg2SixSn1�x series from x = 0.2 to x = 0.8 and concluded that the

x = 0.7 sample gives the highest ZT , in agreement with their density func-

tional theory (DFT) calculation that predicted two conduction bands converge

at x = 0.7.[15]

However, the Mg2SixSn1�x sample with a higher Sn content, x=0.6 to

0.7, has a relatively narrow band gap owing to the small band gap of Mg2Sn.[1]

In a narrow band-gap semiconductor, intrinsic carriers can be thermally ex-

cited, leading to the co-existence of electron and hole transport.[60] Such bipo-

lar transport decreases the Seebeck coe�cient because of the opposite signs
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that electron and hole contribute to the Seebeck coe�cient. It also results

in an additional contribution to the thermal conductivity due to the presence

of both electron and hole currents that carry non-zero Peltier heat even un-

der zero net electrical current condition.[61] Consequently, the bipolar e↵ect

decreases the ZT at temperatures where the intrinsic thermal excitation is

significant. For example, Bi2Te3 and PbTe, the state-of-the-art TE materials,

show ZT peaks at relative low temperatures; their ZT value are reduced at

high temperatures due to their narrow band gaps and therefore the bipolar

e↵ect.[62] Similarly, the peak ZT of Mg2SixSn1�x occurs at the temperature

near 750 K,[2] above which the bipolar e↵ects results in a decreased ZT . In-

creasing the band gap could possibly improve the ZT at high temperatures by

preventing the bipolar transport e↵ect.[13]

Here, we report an investigation of Ge substitution of Sn to increase the

band gap of Mg2Si0.4Sn0.6 so as to suppress the bipolar e↵ect. This investiga-

tion is motivated by prior reports that Mg2Ge has a larger band gap (0.74 eV)

than that in Mg2Sn (0.35 eV).[1] Moreover, when comparing to Mg2Si that

has a similar band gap of 0.78 eV, the band gap of Mg2Ge decreases rela-

tively slowly with increasing temperature. Specifically, the temperature de-

pendence of band gap in Mg2Ge is �1.8 ⇥ 10�4 eV/K while that of Mg2Si is

�6⇥10�4 eV/K.[1] In addition, introducing Ge into Mg2SixSn1�x may increase

the complexity of band structure[63] as well as the structure disorderness that

may further reduce the lattice thermal conductivity.[64, 65]

In the following sections, we first report the measured TE properties
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of Sb-doped Mg2Si0.4Sn0.6�yGey (y=0, 0.1 and 0.2) samples prepared by the

solid-state reaction and consolidated by spark plasma sintering (SPS). Then

we investigate the band structures by DFT calculation in conjunction with

Vegard’s law. Finally, a triple-parabolic-band (TPB) model is developed to

quantitatively understand the relationship between TE properties and band

structures in Mg2Si0.4Sn0.6�yGey solid solutions. Based on this TPB model, we

also calculate the bipolar thermal conductivity and extract the lattice thermal

conductivity.

3.2 Methods

3.2.1 Materials Preparation

We synthesized Sb-doped Mg2Si0.4Sn0.6�yGey (y=0, 0.1, 0.2) solid so-

lutions with a one-step solid state reaction method that was carried out in a

reductive environment. The stoichiometric amounts of Mg (99.8%, 325 mesh),

Si (99.999%, 325 mesh), Sn (99.8%, 325 mesh), Ge (99.999%, 100 mesh) and

Sb (99.5%, 325 mesh) powder, with an extra 15 to 17 molar percent of Mg[66]

were well mixed in an agate mortar. Sb at 0.5 to 1.5 molar percent was doped

on the Si/Sn/Ge site to achieve the di↵erent carrier concentration. This pow-

der mixture was then pressed into pellets under 20 MPa pressure. Afterwards,

the pellets were wrapped in a Mo foil before placed in the center of a tube

furnace with a flow of mixture gas of Ar and H2 in ratio of 95:5. These samples

were sintered for 15 hours at 1023 K. After the sintering was completed, the

products were taken out of the furnace, ground into fine powders and consoli-
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dated into hard pellets by using the spark plasma sintering (SPS) method at

1023 to 1073 K under 50 MPa for 8 minutes. The final products show densities

over 98% of the theoretical value. The gain size of the resulting product is

typically serval microns, which is comparable to the those samples prepared

in a similar manner.[41, 67]

3.2.2 Characterizations and Measurements

The phase purity and the crystal structure of samples were character-

ized by X-ray di↵raction (XRD) on a Phillip X’pert di↵ractometer with the

Cu K↵ radiation. The pellets were cut into 6 mm⇥ 6 mm⇥ 1 mm squares

for Hall coe�cient, Seebeck coe�cient, electrical conductivity and thermal

di↵usivity measurements. The electrical conductivity was measured with a

Physical Properties Measurement System (PPMS, Quantum Design) by using

the van der Pauw method in the temperature range from 2 K to 300 K, and

by using the four-probe method with a homemade setup from 300 K to 800 K.

The Seebeck coe�cients were measured on two homemade setups within the

temperature ranges from 80 K to 300 K and 300 K to 800 K. The Hall coef-

ficients at 300 K were measured on the PPMS. The thermal di↵usivity (D)

was measured by using the laser flash method on a Netzsch LFA 457 appa-

ratus. In order to protect the sample from oxidation from residue oxygen

during the measurements, a 20-nanometer thick Al2O3 layer was coated on

the sample surface.[30] The heat capacity (Cp) was measured with the PPMS

in the temperature range from 2 K to 380 K. It is worthnoting that the Cp
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values measured at 380 K are slightly higher than the theoretical value cal-

culated by Dulong-Petit law. Thus, we adopted the Cp value measured at

380 K for higher temperatures. Thermal conductivity is calculated from the

equation  = D ⇥ ⇢ ⇥ Cp. The density of samples ⇢ was measured by using

the Archimedes’ method.

3.3 Results and Analysis

3.3.1 Materials Characterizations

The XRD patterns of the as-synthesized Mg2Si0.4Sn0.6�yGey (y=0, 0.1,

0.2) samples can be refined in the anti-CaF2 crystal structure, as shown in FIG.

5.1 (b) and (c). The lattice parameters of the Mg2Si0.4Sn0.6�yGey (y=0, 0.1,

0.2) solid solutions are obtained from the Rietveld refinement of XRD patterns

(listed in Table 5.1). As presented in FIG.5.1 (d), the lattice parameters

reduced linearly with the Ge content y, following Vegard’s law, which indicates

that Ge atoms successfully substitute for Sn. A small peak at 2✓ ⇡ 43�

corresponds to a MgO impurity phase of around 8 wt.% in all samples (details

shown in Table 5.1). The MgO phase is almost unavoidable since Mg is volatile

and highly reactive to residue oxygen at high temperatures. In our method, the

reductive Ar/H2 gas e↵ectively suppressed the oxygen partial pressure during

sintering. Since the MgO impurity content presents in all three samples is

nearly identical, we believe that the systematic changes in the TE properties

of Mg2Si0.4Sn0.6�yGey (y=0, 0.1, 0.2) are primarily caused by Ge substitutions.
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Figure 3.1: (a) The crystal structure of Mg2(Si,Ge,Sn) (color key: yellow-
Mg, grey-Si/Ge/Sn); (b) XRD pattern of Mg2Si0.4Sn0.4Ge0.2 together with the
results of the Rietveld refinement; (c) The XRD patterns of Mg2Si0.4Sn0.6�yGey
(y=0, 0.1, 0.2) samples doped with Sb; (d) The change of lattice parameters
with increasing Ge substitution in Mg2Si0.4Sn0.6�yGey. The lattice parameter
shown for Mg2Si0.4Ge0.6 is the value given in ref.[1].
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Table 3.1: Crystal structure and phase information of Mg2Si0.4Sn0.6�yGey
(y=0, 0.1, 0.2) obtained from the Rietveld refinement of the XRD patterns.
Bragg R-factor and �2 stand for Rietveld reliability factor and goodness of fit,
respectively.

Ge Lattice Theoretical Measured MgO Bragg �2

composition parameter density density R-factor
y [Å] [g/cm3] [g/cm3] [wt%]
0 6.6024 3.03 3.01 7.43 2.73 0.95
0.1 6.5701 2.97 2.94 8.11 3.92 0.85
0.2 6.5244 2.93 2.92 8.49 3.66 0.92

3.3.2 Thermoelectric Properties

FIG. 4.2 shows the temperature-dependent thermoelectric properties

of Mg2(Si0.4Sn0.6�yGey)0.99Sb0.01 (y=0, 0.1, 0.2) with Hall coe�cients (RH) of

2.4(±0.2)⇥ 10�8m3C�1 measured at room temperature. As shown in FIG.

4.2 (a), the Seebeck coe�cient (S) of Mg2Si0.4Sn0.6�yGey samples are all neg-

ative corresponding to n-type doping. For Mg2Si0.4Sn0.6, the rise of S value

with temperature is suppressed at temperatures above 650 K. This behavior

indicates the onset of intrinsic carrier excitation and bipolar transport. Such

bipolar suppression of Seebeck coe�cient in Mg2Si0.4Sn0.6 is also evident in

previously reported experimental data, especially in the samples with low car-

rier concentrations.[2, 40, 42] In contrast, for Mg2Si0.4Sn0.4Ge0.2, S increases

nearly linearly with temperature up to 800 K. Overall, for samples with the

same Sb doping concentration and similar Hall coe�cient, increasing Ge sub-

stitution y in Mg2Si0.4Sn0.6�yGey (y=0, 0.1, 0.2) lowers the absolute value of

S before the onset temperature of bipolar conduction. When temperature
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continues to rise, however, the Seebeck coe�cients of Ge-substituted samples

become comparable to that of Mg2Si0.4Sn0.6, as a result of eliminating the

bipolar e↵ect.

The suppression of bipolar e↵ects in Ge-substituted samples is also

evident in the thermal conductivity results shown in FIG. 4.2 (b). The 

of Mg2Si0.4Sn0.6 decreases with temperature until it reaches a minimum at

650 K, above which the bipolar transport starts to contribute significantly to

the total thermal conductivity. In contrast, although the  value of the Ge-

substituted samples are higher than Mg2Si0.4Sn0.6 at low temperatures, they

monotonically decrease with temperature until 800 K. Specifically, the  of the

intermediate composition, Mg2Si0.4Sn0.5Ge0.1, becomes lowest among the three

samples at temperatures above 700 K, although the di↵erence is comparable

to the measurement uncertainty.

FIG. 4.2 (c) shows that the electrical conductivities of all three Sb-

doped Mg2Si0.4Sn0.6�yGey samples decrease with increasing temperature. The

electrical conductivity increases with increasing Ge content y, while the dif-

ference decrease with increasing temperature. The calculated dimensionless

figure-of-merit (ZT ) are presented in FIG. 4.2 (d). It is noted that the prop-

agated ZT values calculated from the three measured properties is as much

as about 13%, making it di�cult to clearly identify the ZT di↵erence among

the three samples. Nevertheless, at temperature below 650 K, the ZT of

Mg2Si0.4Sn0.6 appears to be the highest among three samples. However, the

ZT for this sample peaks at Tmax ⇡ 750 K. The ZT decreases as temperature
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further increases because of the onset of bipolar e↵ect. In contrast, the ZT

keeps increasing at high temperatures T> 650 K for the Ge substituted sam-

ples. It appears that Tmax for the Ge-substituted samples moves to a higher

temperature: the higher Ge concentration, the higher Tmax. Within the mea-

sured temperature range, the maximum ZT , 1.1, among the three samples is

achieved by Mg2Si0.4Sn0.5Ge0.1 at 800 K.

3.3.3 Electronic Band Structure

In order to understand the underlying relationship between the chemi-

cal composition and band structure in Mg2Si0.4Sn0.6�yGey, we obtained the

band structures of two end-point compositions, i.e. Mg2Si0.375Sn0.625 and

Mg2Si0.375Ge0.625, by DFT calculation. The PBE functional was used to ac-

count for the exchange correlation energy during geometry optimizations, and

then the hybrid functional, HSE06 form,[68, 69, 70] was employed for the band

structure calculations. All the calculations were performed in the Vienna Ab-

initio simulation package (VASP). Valence electrons were expanded in a plane

wave basis set[71, 72] with an energy cuto↵ of 246 eV, and core electrons were

described by the projector augmented wave (PAW) method. A supercell com-

posed of 2⇥ 2⇥ 2 unit cells was constructed, in which there were 8 equivalent

positions of Si/Sn/Ge. The PBE functional significantly underestimates band

gaps due to the electron self-repulsion error and predicts all the compounds

to be metal. The hybrid HSE06 gives rise to more accurate band gap results,

although it may still not exactly reproduce experimental values. The trend of
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Figure 3.2: Temperature-dependent (a) Seebeck coe�cient with 5% uncer-
tainty, (b) thermal conductivity with 7% uncertainty, (c) electrical conductiv-
ity with 5% uncertainty and (d) dimensionless figure of merit (ZT ) of Sb-doped
Mg2Si0.4Sn0.6�yGey (y=0, 0.1, 0.2) with 13% uncertainty. All these samples
show the approximately the same Hall coe�cient of 2.4(±0.2)⇥ 10�8m3C�1.
Each sample is labeled with Ge substitution level y and Hall coe�cient with
the unit of m3C�1.
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band gap change upon alloying can be captured by HSE06.

FIG. 4.3 (a, b) shows the calculated band structures of Mg2Si0.375Sn0.625

and Mg2Si0.375Ge0.625. It is known that Mg2(Si, Sn and Ge) solid solutions are

indirect-band-gap semiconductors, as illustrated schematically in FIG. 3.4 (a).

The band structures presented in FIG. 4.3 (a) and (b) look rather like semi-

conductors with direct band gap because of the zone folding of the 2⇥ 2 ⇥ 2

supercell used in this calculation. FIG. 4.3 (c) presents the zone-folding e↵ect

in the first Brillouin zone of a Mg2X (X=Si, Sn or Ge) primitive cell. It has

been reported that two conduction band bottoms locate on X point and valance

band tops locate on � point in the primitive cell representation.[2, 73]. In the

2 ⇥ 2 ⇥ 2 supercell representation, the original X points (marked as black in

FIG. 4.3 (c)) are folded to the � point. The center-points of �-X lines becomes

the new X points (marked as red). In FIG. 4.3 (a) and (b), at the � point, the

two conduction bands in blue and green are folded here from the original X

point along the ky axis when the original �-X line shrinks by half. Those extra

magenta bands are folded from the original equivalent X points along the kx

and kz axises. The three directions (kx, ky and kz) should be isotropic for a

perfectly random alloy and thus one band folded along these three directions

should be degenerate at the � point. However, in this calculation, the supercell

is too small to yield the alloy randomness. This artificial asymmetry causes en-

ergy splitting of the equivalent bands at the � point. Despite this discrepancy,

it is clear in FIG. 4.3 that the band gap of 0.59 eV for Mg2Si0.375Ge0.625 is sig-

nificantly larger than that of 0.28 eV for Mg2Si0.375Sn0.625. The two conduction
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Figure 3.3: The electronic band structures of (a) Mg2Si0.375Sn0.625 and (b)
Mg2Si0.375Ge0.625 obtained by DFT calculation. The blue and green bands
represent the two bands folded from the original X points along the �� X
line in ky direction in the primitive cell representation; the magenta bands
near the conduction band bottom are folded from the original X points at kx
and kz directions in the primitive cell representation. (c) Zone-folding e↵ect
represented in the first Brillouin zone upon the use of 2⇥ 2⇥ 2 supercell.

bands (green and blue) in Mg2Si0.375Sn0.625 are almost converged while they

are separated by approximately 0.31 eV in Mg2Si0.375Ge0.625. Linear extrap-

olation of the band structures from these two endpoints, following Vegard’s

law, suggests that as Ge content y increases by 0.1, both Eg and dE increase

approximately by 0.05 eV in Mg2Si0.4Sn0.6�yGey. It is worth-noting that no

significant change in band curvatures was observed between Mg2Si0.375Sn0.625

and Mg2Si0.375Ge0.625. Overall, this DFT calculation suggests that Ge substi-

tution has similar e↵ects on changing band structures as increasing Si content

in Mg2SixSn1�x, in terms of changing the band gap and conduction-band split-

ting. However, as we discussed earlier, the negative temperature dependence

of band gap in Mg2Ge is much smaller than that in Mg2Si. Ge substitution is

thus more appealing for the purpose of widening band gap at high tempera-

tures.
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3.3.4 Triple-parabolic-band Model and Analysis

The band-gap widening and conduction-band separation induced si-

multaneously by Ge substitution have competing e↵ects on the TE properties.

The increased Eg is expected to suppress the bipolar e↵ects and improve ZT

at high temperatures. However, an increased dE can reduce band degeneracy

and thus reduce ZT . We have developed a triple-parabolic-band (TPB) model

to quantify these two e↵ects on the TE properties of Mg2Si0.4Sn0.6�yGey. The

model considers two conduction bands, namely the light conduction band 1

and the heavy conduction band 2, and one valence band 3, which are shown

in FIG. 3.4 (a). Based on this TPB model, we derived new equations of See-

beck coe�cient (S), electrical conductivity (� ), and Hall coe�cient (RH) by

following the classic two-band model. The detailed derivation procedure is

presented in Appendix A. The equations are listed as follows:

S =
S1�1 + S2�2 + S3�3

�1 + �2 + �3

(3.1)

� = �1 + �2 + �3 (3.2)

and

RH =
RH,1�2

1 +RH,2�2
2 +RH,3�2

3

(�1 + �2 + �3)2
(3.3)

Here Si, �i and RH,i stand for the partial Seebeck coe�cient, electrical con-

ductivity and Hall coe�cient of band i with i = 1, 2 and 3, respectively. The

detailed equations of Si, �i and RH,i can be found in Appendix B.

A self-consistent band gap Eg = 0.42 eV of Mg2Si0.4Sn0.6 was obtained

by fitting the measured transport properties of two Mg2Si0.4Sn0.6 samples with
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Figure 3.4: (a) Schematic electronic band structures of Mg2Si0.4Sn0.6�yGey
in a primitive cell representation, where the blue curve indicates the heavy
conduction band (CBH) and the green curve indicates the light conduction
band (CBL); and (b) Ge composition-dependent conduction band energies
relative to the valence band.
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di↵erent Sb doping. The conduction bands separation (dE) of Mg2Si0.4Sn0.6,

0.04 eV is adopted from literatures.[74, 75, 73] All the modeling parameters

of Mg2Si0.4Sn0.6, both fitted and adopted from literatures, are listed in Ta-

ble 3.2. Subsequently, as shown in FIG. 3.4 (b), the Eg and dE values for

Ge-substituted samples are estimated based on those of Mg2Si0.4Sn0.6 and

the linear extrapolation of DFT results: Eg = 0.47 eV; dE = 0.09 eV for

Mg2Si0.4Sn0.5Ge0.1 and Eg = 0.52 eV; dE = 0.14 eV for Mg2Si0.4Sn0.4Ge0.2. By

only replacing the band gap (Eg) and conduction-band separation (dE) in the

TPB model, we then calculated the transport properties of Mg2Si0.4Sn0.5Ge0.1

and Mg2Si0.4Sn0.4Ge0.2. The detailed fitting and calculation procedures are

presented in Appendix C and D. FIG. 3.5 (a) displays the modeling results to-

gether with the experimental data of power factor (PF ) for Mg2Si0.4Sn0.6�yGey

(y=0, 0.1, 0.2) with the Hall coe�cients of 2.4(±0.2)⇥ 10�8m3C�1. A good

match between the experimental results and calculation curves indicates that

the increase of Eg and dE is primarily responsible for the changes of TE prop-

erties in Mg2Si0.4Sn0.6�yGey (y=0.1, 0.2).

As mentioned earlier, the conduction-band separation and band-gap

widening have competing e↵ects on TE properties. In order to demonstrate

these two e↵ects, we have calculated the power factor of a hypothetical ma-

terial with an increased band gap (Eg=0.52 eV) but converged conduction

bands (dE=0.04 eV), shown in FIG. 3.5 (a). The negative e↵ect of increasing

dE is clear when comparing Mg2Si0.4Sn0.4Ge0.2 to the hypothetical materi-

als: the PF in Mg2Si0.4Sn0.4Ge0.2 is reduced due to the loss of band degen-
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Figure 3.5: (a) Thermoelectric power factor of Sb-doped Mg2Si0.4Sn0.6�yGey
(y=0, 0.1, 0.2) with Hall coe�cient of 2.4(±0.2)⇥ 10�8m3C�1 obtained by
experimental measurements (scattered symbols) and TPB-model calcula-
tion(solid lines). The black dashed curve represents the power factor of a
hypothetical material with the same Hall coe�cient. (b) The electronic and
bipolar thermal conductivities for Sb-doped Mg2Si0.4Sn0.6�yGey (y=0, 0.1, 0.2)
with Hall coe�cient of 2.4(±0.2)⇥ 10�8m3C�1 calculated based on TPBmodel
and (c) lattice thermal conductivities of Sb-doped Mg2Si0.4Sn0.6�yGey (y=0,
0.1, 0.2).

eracy (increased dE). The reduction, however, becomes less significant at

high temperatures where the Fermi window, 2kBT , (i.e. 0.138 eV at 800 K)

becomes comparable to the conduction-band separation in Mg2Si0.4Sn0.4Ge0.2,

dE=0.14 eV. On the other hand, by comparing the calculated PF of the hypo-

thetical materials to that of Mg2Si0.4Sn0.6, it is clear that the increase of PF by

eliminating bipolar e↵ects (increased Eg) becomes significant at temperature

above 650 K. In summary, an increased dE reduces PF in Mg2Si0.4Sn0.6�yGey

(y=0.1, 0.2) at low temperatures. As temperature increases, however, the ef-

fect of dE decreases and the elimination of bipolar e↵ect becomes obvious.

Finally, the calculation suggests that Ge substitution can lead to a maximum

PF value similar to that in Mg2Si0.4Sn0.6, while the temperature for the peak

PF is increased.
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The TPB model also enables the calculation of electronic and bipolar

thermal conductivities, as shown in FIG. 3.5 (b). The derivation details of

eand b can be found in Appendix A. The electronic thermal conductivity is

calculated by

e = e,1 + e,2 + e,3 (3.4)

where the partial electronic thermal conductivity is related to the partial elec-

trical conductivity of each band by Wiedemann-Franz relationship, e,i =

Li ⇥ �i ⇥ T , where Li is the partial Lorenz number of each band. In addition,

the bipolar thermal conductivity can be calculated as

b =
(S1 � S2)2�1�2

�1 + �2 + �3

T +
(S2 � S3)2�2�3

�1 + �2 + �3

T +
(S3 � S1)2�3�1

�1 + �2 + �3

T (3.5)

The results shown in FIG. 3.5 (b) clearly suggest the bipolar thermal con-

ductivity in Ge-substituted samples is e↵ectively suppressed. The electronic

contribution to the thermal conductivity in Ge-substituted samples are in-

creased due to their higher electrical conductivity. The increase of electrical

conductivity in Ge-substituted samples is owing to the improved average car-

rier mobility: as the conduction bands separation increases in Ge-substituted

samples, more electrons are conducted in the lighter band and have higher car-

rier mobility since the mobility is reversely proportional to m⇤5/2
b as analyzed

in Appendix B. The lattice thermal conductivity is then obtained by subtract-

ing electronic and bipolar contributions from the total thermal conductivity.

The results shown in FIG. 3.5 (c), even when taking into account the mea-

surement uncertainty, suggest that Ge substitutions maintain, if not further
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reduce, the low lattice thermal conductivity in Mg2Si0.4Sn0.6. This trend could

be intuitively understood by that Ge atoms introduce an extra degree of struc-

ture disorderness in the solid solution. Coincidentally, Kyratsi et al. reported

low lattice thermal conductivities in Bi-doped Mg2Si0.4Sn0.55Ge0.05. They be-

lieved the introduction of Ge increased the complexity of microstructures due

to the formation of Ge-rich phase.[76] In comparison, increasing Si content in

Mg2Si1�xSnx might suppress the bipolar e↵ects just as Ge substitution does,

however, it may not simultaneously reduce the lattice thermal conductivities.

In contrary, the lattice thermal conductivity of Mg2Si0.5Sn0.5 and Mg2Si0.6Sn0.4

were reportedly to be higher than that in Mg2Si0.4Sn0.6.[15, 42]

After analyzing the thermoelectric power factor and thermal conduc-

tivity of Mg2Si0.4Sn0.6�yGey (y=0, 0.1, 0.2), we proceed to revisit the ZT in

Mg2Si0.4Sn0.5Ge0.1. As shown in FIG. 4.2 (b) and 3.5 (a), the maximum PF

and a minimum  of Mg2Si0.4Sn0.6 both locate around 650 K while those of

Mg2Si0.4Sn0.5Ge0.1 are found around 800 K. The peak Z, equals to PF

, in

these two samples remain almost unchanged. Therefore, the likely small in-

crease of ZT in Mg2Si0.4Sn0.5Ge0.1 at high temperatures is primarily caused by

the increased peak temperature of Z owing to the bipolar-e↵ect elimination.

3.4 Summary

The experimental results show that Ge substitutions e↵ectively de-

creased the bipolar conduction presented in the parent compound Mg2Si0.4Sn0.6.

For the samples with the same Hall coe�cients and thus similar carrier concen-
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trations, the ZT of Mg2Si0.4Sn0.5Ge0.1 is improved slightly compared to that

of Mg2Si0.4Sn0.6 at temperatures above 650 K, although the opposite trend is

found at lower temperatures. The DFT calculation suggests that Ge substi-

tution results in not only band-gap widening, but also the conduction-band

splitting in Mg2Si0.4Sn0.6�yGey. The band-gap widening contributes to the

elimination of bipolar conduction at high temperatures, whereas the splitting

of two conduction bands is responsible for the reduced TE performance at

low temperatures. To quantitatively understand these two completing e↵ects

on thermoelectric properties, we developed a triple-parabolic-band model to

analyze the TE properties of Mg2Si0.4Sn0.6�yGey(y=0, 0.1, 0.2). The mod-

eling results suggest that Ge substitution shifts the peak of power factor of

Mg2Si0.4Sn0.6�yGey to higher temperatures without reducing its peak value.

In addition, calculation also indicates that Ge substitutions not only largely

suppress the bipolar thermal conductivity, but also e↵ectively maintain, or

slightly reduce, the lattice thermal conductivity of Mg2Si0.4Sn0.6 by increasing

the structure disorder.

The bipolar-e↵ect elimination and the low lattice thermal conductivity,

both induced by Ge substitution, contribute together to the slightly improved

ZT in Mg2Si0.4Sn0.5Ge0.1 at high temperatures. Based on these findings, addi-

tional studies can be conducted to optimize the Ge substitution level to balance

the trade-o↵ of increasing Eg and dE, to optimize the carrier concentration

to improve ZT while suppressing the bipolar e↵ect, and to introduce other

dopants or secondary phase to further reduce the lattice thermal conductivity.
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3.5 Appendix

3.5.1 Triple-parabolic-band transport model

In the triple-parabolic-band (TPB) model, the calculations of Seebeck

coe�cient (S), electrical conductivity (�), Hall coe�cient (RH), electronic

thermal conductivity (e) and bipolar thermal conductivity (b) consist of the

contributions from three bands: the light conduction band 1 and the heavy

conduction band 2 and one valence band 3. The derivation of equations de-

scribed below mostly follows the two-band model in the book by Nolas et al..

[61]

a. Electrical conductivity

The electric current density, j, consists of contributions from 3 bands:

j = j1 + j2 + j3 (3.6)

and current density in each band is driven by both external electric field and

Seebeck e↵ect,

ji = �i(�
@�

@x
� Si

@T

@x
) (3.7)

where � is the electrochemical potential, �i and Si are the partial electrical

conductivity and Seebeck coe�cient of each band. Given the temperature

gradient @T
@x

= 0,

j = (�1 + �2 + �3)(�
@�

@x
) (3.8)

Thus, equation 3.2 is obtained.

b. Seebeck coe�cient
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Seebeck coe�cient is defined as the voltage built up under a small

temperature gradient, in a steady state where the electric current density

j = 0. From equation 3.6 and 3.7,

(�1 + �2 + �3)(�
@�

@x
) = (�1S1 + �2S2 + �3S3)(�

@T

@x
) (3.9)

Thus equation 3.1 for Seebeck coe�cient is obtained.

c. Electronic and bipolar thermal conductivity

Next, we proceed to investigate the heat flux density, w, carried by

electrons or holes in 3 bands:

w = w1 + w2 + w3 (3.10)

The heat flow is driven not only by the temperature gradient, but also the

Peltier e↵ect:

wi = SiTji � e,i
@T

@x
(3.11)

Thermal conductivity is defined in the absence of electric current, i.e. j = 0,

which keeps equation 3.9 and 3.1 valid. This allows us to rearrange equation

3.7 as following:

ji = �i(S � Si)
@T

@x
(3.12)

By plugging equation 3.11 and 3.12 into 3.10, we obtained

w = �(e,1 + e,2 + e,3)
@T

@x

+ T [(S1�1(S � S1) + (S2�2(S � S2)

+ (S3�3(S � S3)]
@T

@x
(3.13)
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After inserting the equation 3.1 into the 2nd part of equation 3.13, we obtained

w = �(e,1 + e,2 + e,3)
@T

@x

� [
(S1 � S2)2�1�2

�1 + �2 + �3

T +
(S2 � S3)2�2�3

�1 + �2 + �3

T

+
(S3 � S1)2�3�1

�1 + �2 + �3

T ]
@T

@x
(3.14)

Therefore, the total thermal conductivity contributed by charge carriers is

e,tot = (e,1 + e,2 + e,3)

+ [
(S1 � S2)2�1�2

�1 + �2 + �3

T +
(S2 � S3)2�2�3

�1 + �2 + �3

T

+
(S3 � S1)2�3�1

�1 + �2 + �3

T ] (3.15)

where the first part of equation 3.15, as shown in equation 3.4, is the sum of the

partial electronic thermal conductivity of each band. This part is sometime

called the electronic thermal conductivity. It is important to distinguish this

part from the total electronic thermal conductivity e,tot. The second part of

equation 3.15, as shown in equation 3.5, is the sum of the thermal conductivity

originated from the Peltier e↵ect interacting between bands. This is the so-

called bipolar thermal conductivity.

d. Hall coe�cient

To derive the Hall coe�cient for the TPB model, we first assign the

Hall carrier concentration in each band to be n1, n2 and n3. Here n1, n2

are the electron concentration and n3 is the hole concentration. The Hall

measurement is carried out on a rectangular sample with the presence of a
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magnetic field (Bz) perpendicular to the sample. The current at x direction

(Jx) and the voltage (Ey) at y direction are measured while the current at y

direction (Jy) is zero. Jy consists of the contributions of three bands:

Jy = en1v1,y + en2v2,y + en3v3,y = 0 (3.16)

where v1,y (i=1, 2, 3) is the drift velocity at y direction of carriers in band i.

The carriers are driven by not only the electrostatic force, but also the Lorentz

force: vi,y = µi(Ey + vi,xBz). Thus, equation 3.16 can be rearranged as

Ey(n1µ1 + n2µ2 + n3µ3) = BzEx(�n1µ1
2 � n2µ2

2 + n3µ3
2) (3.17)

The current in x direction can be expressed as Jx = en1v1,x+en2v2,x+en3v3,x.

Since there is no net current in y direction, Jx is free of Lorentz term. Thus,

Jx = eEx(n1µ1 + n2µ2 + n3µ3). By replacing Ex in equation 3.17 with Jx, we

thus obtain the expression of RH for the TPB model:

RH = (Ey/Jx)/Bz =
�n1µ1

2 � n2µ2
2 + n3µ3

2

e(n1µ1 + n2µ2 + n3µ3)2
(3.18)

For each band i, the partial electrical conductivity and Hall coe�cient are �i =

eniµi and RH,i = ±1/eni. Thus equation 3.18 can be expressed by the partial

Hall coe�cient of each band, as presented in equation 3.3. It should be pointed

out that ni and µi employed in this derivation of RH are actually the Hall

carrier concentration nH,i and Hall mobility µH,i, respectively. The subscriptH

was previously neglected for simplicity. The relationship between Hall carrier

concentration and actual carrier concentration is nH,i = ni

rH,i
, between Hall

mobility and actually mobility is µH,i = µirH,i. Here, rH,i is the Hall factor of

band i, the detailed equation of which will be introduced latter.
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3.5.2 Partial transport properties of each band

As derived in Appendix A, Seebeck coe�cient (S), electrical conduc-

tivity (�) and Hall coe�cient (RH) can be calculated based on the partial

transport properties Si, �i and RH,i of each band. Here we list the equations

for these partial transport properties as following.

The partial Seebeck coe�cient contribution from band i is represented

as

Si =
kB
e
[
(r + 5

2
)F 3

2+r(⇠i)

(r + 3
2
)F 1

2+r(⇠i)
� ⇠i] (3.19)

where kB is the Boltzmann constant, e is the elemental charge, and ⇠i =
Ef�Ei

kBT

is the reduced Fermi level for band i with the band edge located at Ei. In

this TPB model, ⇠1 = Ef�E1

kBT
, ⇠2 = ⇠1 � dE

kBT
and ⇠3 = �⇠1 � Eg

kBT
. r is the

scattering parameter, which takes the value of -0.5 for both alloy scattering

and acoustic phonon scattering mechanisms[61] presented in Mg2SixSn1�x solid

solutions.[49, 77] The partial electrical conductivity and Hall coe�cients are

given as

�i = nieµi (3.20)

and

RH,i =
rH,i

nie
(3.21)

respectively, where ni is the carrier concentration conducted in each band (i=1,

2, 3)

ni =
1

2⇡2~3 (2kBT )
3
2m⇤

d,i

3
2F 1

2
(⇠i) (3.22)
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and rH,i is the Hall factor in band i and given as

rH,i =
3

2

(2r + 3
2
)

(r + 3
2
)2

F 1
2
(⇠i)F 1

2+2r(⇠i)

2Fr+ 1
2

2(⇠i)
(3.23)

In the above equations, Fn(⇠i) is the Fermi-Dirac integral,

Fn(⇠i) =

Z 1

0

xn

1 + ex�⇠i
dx (3.24)

m⇤
d,i is the density-of-states e↵ective mass of band i and µi is the drift mo-

bility of charge carriers in band i. In Mg2SixSn1�x solid solutions, we should

take into account two primary carrier scattering mechanisms including alloy

scattering and acoustic phonon scattering.[49, 77] Thus, µi is obtained from

the Matthiessen’s rule,
1

µi

=
1

µal,i

+
1

µph,i

(3.25)

where µal,i is the carrier mobility resulted from pure alloy scattering [49]

µal,i =
16e~4

9
p
2⇡x(1� x)(kBT )

1
2

N0

Eal
2m⇤

b,i

3
2m⇤

I,i

F0(⇠i)

F 1
2
(⇠i)

(3.26)

and µph,i is the carrier mobility resulted from acoustic phonon scattering[49]

µph,i =

p
2⇡e~4

3(kBT )
3
2

vL2⇢

Eph
2m⇤

b,i

3
2m⇤

I,i

F0(⇠i)

F 1
2
(⇠i)

(3.27)

Here ~, x, N0, vL, ⇢ are the reduced Planck constant, the fractional alloy

composition, number of atoms per unit volume, longitudinal sound veloc-

ity and sample density, respectively. Eal and Eph is the alloy and acoustic

phonon deformation potential constant, respectively. In addition, mb,i
⇤ is the

single valley density-of-states e↵ective mass of band i, related to md,i
⇤ by
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md,i
⇤ = Nv,i

2
3mb,i

⇤. Nv,i is the valley degeneracy of band i. mI,i
⇤ is the inertia

e↵ective mass of the valley, which relates carrier mobility µ to its relaxation

time ⌧ . In Mg2(Si, Sn and Ge) solid solutions, the constant energy surface of

conduction band is ellipsoidal because their band edges locate at the X point

of the Brillouin zone. In this case, mI,i
⇤ is not equivalent but proportional to

mb,i
⇤ by mb,i

⇤

mI,i
⇤ = ( 1

K
)
2
3
(2K+1)

3
,[78] where K is the ratio of longitudinal (ml) to

transverse (mt) e↵ective mass of the ellipsoidal constant energy surface. Thus,

the carrier mobility µ is proportional to mb
⇤� 5

2 of the conducting band.

As mentioned earlier, the partial electronic thermal conductivity is re-

lated to the partial electrical conductivity by Wiedemann-Franz relationship,

e,i = Li ⇥ �i ⇥ T , where Li is the partial Lorenz number:

Li = (
kB
e
)
2

[
(r + 7

2
)Fr+ 5

2
(⇠i)

(r + 3
2
)Fr+ 3

2
(⇠i)

� [
(r + 7

2
)Fr+ 5

2
(⇠i)

(r + 3
2
)Fr+ 3

2
(⇠i)

]

2

] (3.28)

3.5.3 Transport parameters of Mg2Si0.4Sn0.6

By fitting the measured transport properties of the two Mg2Si0.4Sn0.6

samples with di↵erent carrier concentrations, we obtained some of the funda-

mental parameters.

a. E↵ective masses and carrier concentration

First of all, we obtained density-of-states e↵ective masses of two con-

duction bands (m1
⇤ and m2

⇤) and activated dopant concentrations (nd
+) from

S, � and RH results measured at room temperature, where the contribution

of valence band 3 is negligible. For the two Mg2Si0.4Sn0.6 samples with dif-
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ferent Hall coe�cients of a and b, their S, � and RH are functions of (m1,a
⇤,

m2,a
⇤, µ1,a, µ2,a, ⇠1,a, ⇠2,a) and (m1,b

⇤, m2,b
⇤, µ1,b, µ2,b, ⇠1,b, ⇠2,b), respectively.

We assume that the bottoms of each conduction bands are parabolic so that

density-of-states e↵ective masses remain the same when Fermi level changes

slightly inside the band bottom. With this assumption, m1,a
⇤ = m1,b

⇤ = m1
⇤

andm2,a
⇤ = m2,b

⇤ = m2
⇤. Meanwhile, ⇠2 is related to ⇠1 by ⇠2 = ⇠1� dE

kBT
where

dE=0.04 eV for Mg2Si0.4Sn0.6; and µ2 is related to µ1 by µ2 = µ1(
m⇤

1
m⇤

2
)
5
2 when

their band degeneracy are the same. Up to this point, all six measured param-

eters, Sa, �a, RH,a, Sb, �b and RH,b, are the functions of six variables, namely,

m1
⇤, m2

⇤, µ1,a, µ1,b, ⇠1,a and ⇠1,b. We were thus able to numerically extract

the values of m1
⇤, m2

⇤, µ1,a, µ1,b, ⇠1,a and ⇠1,b from these 6 equations. With

the obtained m1
⇤, m2

⇤ and ⇠1, we can calculate the electron concentration at

300 K, n1,300K + n2,300K by equation 3.22.

b. Temperature-dependent reduced Fermi level

Next we calculated the temperature-dependent reduced Fermi level

(⇠i,T ) from the charge neutrality equation. As temperature increases, the in-

trinsic electrons from valence band 3 are thermally excited to band 1 and

2, which also creates holes in valence band 3. Thus, the charge neutrality

equation is expressed as n1,T + n2,T = nd
+ + n3,T , where nd

+ is the activated

dopant concentration. With the assumption that all dopants have been acti-

vated at room temperature, nd
+ equals to the electron concentration at 300 K,

n1,300K + n2,300K , which was calculated above. At any specific temperature T ,

ni,T is the function of mi
⇤ and ⇠i,T . We adopted the value of m1

⇤ and m2
⇤ ob-
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Table 3.2: Material-related parameters employed in TPB model for fitting
the electrical transport properties of Mg2Si0.4Sn0.6 samples with two di↵erent
carrier concentrations.
Parameters Literature values Employed Values
Band gap, Eg (eV) 0.61[2], 0.54[79] 0.42 a

Temperature coe�cient of Eg,
dEg

dT
(10�4 eVK�1) -1.6[74], -3.28[79] -3.5b

Conduction band separation, dE (eV) 0.061[74] 0.038[75] 0.04b

Density-of-states e↵ective mass of band 1, m⇤
d,1 (m0) 0.475[74] , 0.76[79] 1.5a

Density-of-states e↵ective mass of band 2, m⇤
d,2 (m0) 1.2[74], 0.98[79] 2.4a

Degeneracy of band 1, Nv,1 3[77] 3
Degeneracy of band 2, Nv,2 3[77] 3
Density-of-state e↵ective mass of band 3, m⇤

d,3 (m0) 1.45[74] 1.45b

Mass density, ⇢ (gcm�3) N/A 3.0c

Sound velocity in longitudinal direction, vL (ms�1) 5400[49] 5400b

Number of atoms per unit volume, N0 (m�3) N/A 4.17⇥ 1028c

Fractional alloy composition, x 0.6 0.6
Acoustic phonon deformation potential, Eph (eV) 13[49],8.77-9.43[77] 8.46[79] 6.73a

Alloy deformation potential, Eal (eV) 0.72[49], 0.32-0.39[77] 0.95a

a Value extracted from measured transport properties.
b Value obtained from literatures.
c Value calculated based on density measurement and Rietveld refinement.

tained earlier and m3
⇤from literature.[74] Meanwhile, ⇠2,T and ⇠3,T are related

to ⇠1,T by ⇠2,T = ⇠1,T � dE
kBT

and ⇠3,T = �⇠1,T � Eg
T

kBT
where Eg

T = Eg
0 + � ⇥ T .

dE is the conduction band separation energy, E0
g is the band gap at 0 K and

� is the temperature dependence of the band gap. We adopted dE=0.04 eV

and the value of �, �3.5⇥ 10�4 eV/K, from literature.[75, 79] Thus, with any

given E0
g , ⇠1,T became the only variable in the charge neutrality equation and

could be numerically calculated at any specific temperatures.

c. Band gap and deformation potential constants

By pre-defining a value of E0
g , we could calculate the temperature-

dependent ⇠1,T and the temperature-dependent Seebeck coe�cient by plugging

the as-obtained ⇠1,T into equation 3.19 and 3.1. By plugging equation 3.22
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Figure 3.6: (a) Fitted temperature dependence of Seebeck coe�cient and
electrical conductivity of two Mg2Si0.4Sn0.6 samples with two di↵erent car-
rier concentrations, with comparison to the experimental results; (b) and (c)
temperature dependences of Seebeck coe�cient and electrical conductivity of
Mg2Si0.4Sn0.5Ge0.1 and Mg2Si0.4Sn0.4Ge0.2 samples calculated by TPB model
with comparison to experimental results. The lines represent calculation re-
sults, while the symbols are experimental data. The dash lines (hollow sym-
bols) represent the samples with high Hall coe�cients while the solid lines
(filled symbols) represent the samples with low Hall coe�cients.
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and the relationship µi / m⇤
b,i

� 5
2
F0(⇠i)
F 1

2
(⇠i)

into equation 3.20, we derive that at

any specific temperature, partial electrical conductivity �i is proportional to

Nv,i

m⇤
b,i
F0(⇠i). Combining this derived result with equation 3.19 and 3.1, it is

clear that the value of Seebeck coe�cient only depends on 3 sets of variables:

reduced Fermi level ⇠i,T , band degeneracy Nv,i and e↵ective mass m⇤
b,i of each

band. With known m⇤
b,i and Nv,i, the only variables are the E0

g -associated ⇠i,T .

By fitting the temperature-dependence of Seebeck coe�cient, we thus obtained

the self-consistent band gap E0
g of Mg2Si0.4Sn0.6 that equals to 0.42 eV.

Subsequently, we calculated the temperature-dependent electrical con-

ductivity and then extracted the two deformation potential constants Eph and

Eal by fitting the temperature-dependence of electrical conductivity. Since the

ratio between m⇤
b,i and m⇤

I,i is unknown, we took it to be unity. This shall not

a↵ect the fitting and calculation because the actual ratio would be absorbed

into the deformation potential constants, Eph and Eal. However, for the pur-

pose of calculating the accurate deformation energy potential constants, future

e↵ort should be made to define the accurate
m⇤

b,i

m⇤
I,i

ratio. Both the fitted and

experimental Seebeck coe�cient and electrical conductivity of Mg2Si0.4Sn0.6

are shown in FIG. 3.6 (a).

3.5.4 Transport properties of Mg2Si0.4Sn0.6�yGey (y =0.1,0.2)

With parameters obtained by fitting the electrical properties of Mg2Si0.4Sn0.6,

now we proceed to calculate the transport properties of Ge-substituted sam-

ples. The small conduction band separation (dE) in Mg2SixSn1�x solid solu-
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tion has been believed to the key factor to its high TE performance. On the

other hand, the bipolar e↵ect resulted from the small band gap (Eg) could

significantly suppress the TE properties at high temperatures. Therefore, we

altered only these most important parameters, the band gap (E0
g ) and the

conduction bands separation (dE) while assuming other modeling parameters

remain similar as in Mg2Si0.4Sn0.6.

a. Carrier concentration

The extrinsic electron concentrations n1,300K + n2,300K were calculated

based on room-temperature RH results. From equation 3.21 and 3.3, combing

with previous derivation, �i / Nv,i

m⇤
b,i
F0(⇠i), it is clear that the RH is the function

of Nv,i, m⇤
b,i and ⇠i (i=1,2). With known Nv,i and m⇤

b,i and the relationship

between ⇠2,300K and ⇠1,300K ,i.e., ⇠2,300K = ⇠1,300K � dE
kBT

, it is straightforward

to calculate ⇠1,300K and thus n1,300K + n2,300K from the room-temperature RH

results.

b. Reduced Fermi level

As temperature increases, the temperature-dependent reduced Fermi

level ⇠1,T was obtained from the charge neutrality equation with known ex-

trinsic carrier concentration n1,300K + n2,300K , similar to the procedure we de-

scribed in Mg2Si0.4Sn0.6 case. With known ⇠1,T , Eg and dE, ⇠2,T and ⇠3,T can

be calculated.

c. Seebeck coe�cient and electrical conductivity

By applying ⇠i,T (i=1, 2, 3) into related equations, we thus calculated
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the temperature dependent partial transport properties, Si and �i (i=1, 2,

3). The total S and � were calculated by using equations 3.1 and 3.2. As

shown in FIG. 3.6 (b) and (c), the calculated S and � results agreed well with

experimental data.

d. Electronic and bipolar thermal conductivities

By plugging ⇠i,T (i=1, 2, 3) into related equations, we obtained Li, �i

and thus e by using equation 3.4. By plugging Si and �i (i=1, 2, 3) into

equation 3.5, we then calculated the b.
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Chapter 4

Localized Mg-vacancy states

Mg2SixSn1�x has been widely studied as a thermoelectric material ow-

ing to its high figure-of-merit, low cost, and non-toxicity. However, its elec-

tronic structure, particularly when the material contains Mg vacancies, has

not been adequately described. The n-type nature of Mg2��Si0.4Sn0.6 has been

a puzzle. Mg deficiency can be present in Mg2SixSn1�x due to Mg evaporation

and oxidation. Therefore, an investigation of the role of Mg vacancies is of

great interest. In this work, we have prepared a series of samples with various

Mg deficiency and Sb doping levels and measured their transport properties.

The Seebeck coe�cient of these samples all reveal n-type conduction. We

propose that Mg vacancies in Mg2��SixSn1�x create localized hole states in-

side the band gap instead of simply moving the Fermi-level into the valence

band as would be predicted by a rigid band model. Our hypothesis is fur-

ther confirmed by density-functional theory calculations, which show that the

hole states are trapped at Mg vacancies above the valence band. Moreover,

this localized hole-states model is used to interpret electrical transport proper-

ties. Both the Seebeck coe�cient and resistivity of Mg2��Si0.4Sn0.6 indicate an

electron-hopping transport mechanism. In addition, we suggest that localized

band-tail states may exist in the conduction-band edge of Mg2SixSn1�x.
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4.1 Introduction

Thermoelectric (TE) materials have attracted increasing research in-

terests due to their applications in waste heat recovery and refrigeration.

Mg2SixSn1�x is one of the high performance, state-of-the-art n-type thermo-

electric materials. Mg2SixSn1�x has an anti-fluorite crystal structure with the

space group Fm3̄m. Intrinsic Mg2SixSn1�x is a semiconductor with a band

gap between 0.3 and 0.7 eV depending on the Si/Sn ratio. With an optimized

concentration of Sb (or Bi) doping, Mg2SixSn1�x exhibits a desirable metallic

conductivity (�) while maintaining a high Seebeck coe�cient (S). Given a rel-

atively low thermal conductivity () due to the alloying e↵ect, Mg2SixSn1�x

can achieve a desirable figure of merit (ZT = S2�

T ) of 1.0 to 1.4 at 750 K.

[2, 40, 15]

During the synthesis and consolidation processes of Mg2SixSn1�x, a sig-

nificant amount of Mg is lost due to Mg vaporization and oxidation to MgO.

The material becomes Mg-deficient if the stoichiometric ratio of components is

used in the synthesis. Practically then, excess Mg is added when synthesizing

the material to compensate for the Mg loss. It is still possible, however, that

Mg vacancies may form during the synthesis and subsequent heat treatments.

Nolas et al. pointed out that Mg vacancies could behave as electron acceptors

and counteract the contribution of electron dopants.[80, 81, 82] Tobola et al.

believed that in intrinsic Mg2��Si, Mg vacancies act as double-hole donors that

would shift the Fermi level into the valence band and give rise to a p-type See-

beck coe�cient.[83] To the best of our knowledge, however, a p-type Seebeck
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coe�cient has not been reported in a undoped Mg2Si, Mg2Sn or Mg2SixSn1�x

solid solution, even though it is possible to introduce Mg vacancies uninten-

tionally during synthesis. This discrepancy motivates us to investigate the

influence of Mg vacancies on the band structures and transport properties of

Mg2SixSn1�x. In this work, we prepared Mg-deficient Mg2Si0.4Sn0.6 samples

and observed intriguing physical properties. Two observations contradict the

predictions from a rigid-band model. First of all, intrinsic Mg2��Si0.4Sn0.6 con-

taining Mg vacancies exhibits n-type conduction as indicated by Seebeck and

Hall-coe�cient measurements. Secondly, the electron concentration does not

increase in the 1.5 mol.% Sb doped Mg2��Si0.4Sn0.6 relative to that of the in-

trinsic sample. We suggest that Mg vacancies in these samples create localized

hole states instead of contributing free holes. In order to verify this hypoth-

esis, we investigated the electronic structures using density theory functional

(DFT) calculations. The calculations indeed show that Mg vacancies create

localized states within the band gap while the Fermi level lies in between the

valence band and the Mg-vacancy states. This localized-state picture explains

the peculiar transport properties of intrinsic and Sb-doped Mg2��Si0.4Sn0.6. In

addition, we also found that Anderson localized states are likely to present at

the conduction band tail, which induces a metal-insulator-transition in lightly

n-doped Mg2Si0.4Sn0.6.
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4.2 Methods

The Mg2Si0.4Sn0.6 samples were prepared by a one-step solid-state re-

action followed by spark plasma sintering (SPS). The detailed procedure can

be found in Ref.[36] The crystal structure of the samples was characterized

by X-ray di↵raction (XRD) on a Rigaku MiniFlex 600 with the Cu K↵ radia-

tion. The Hall coe�cients from 2 K to 400 K were measured with a Physical

Properties Measurement System (PPMS, Quantum Design) by using a 4-wire

method. The Seebeck coe�cient and electrical conductivity were also mea-

sured from 2 K to 400 K simultaneously with the PPMS by using its thermal

transport option.

The projector augmented wave method was used to describe the core

electrons and a plane wave basis set, with an energy cuto↵ of 246 eV, was

used to describe the valence electrons.[71, 72] The structures were optimized

at the PBE level of theory,[84] while the density of states was calculated with

the hybrid HSE06 functional.[68, 69, 70]

4.3 Results and Analysis

Based on many trial-and-error experiments, we have determined that

14 to 16 mol.% Mg is lost using the synthesis and consolidation method de-

scribed in Ref. [36]. To prepare slightly Mg-deficient Mg2Si0.4Sn0.6 samples,

we compensate only with 12 mol.% excess Mg in the starting materials. For

comparison, we also prepared the Mg-stoichiometric samples by adding 17

mol.% excess Mg in the starting material. To simplify the notation, we de-
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note the Mg2Si0.4Sn0.6 samples with 12 mol.% of excess Mg in the starting

material as the Mg(-) samples and those with 17 mol.% of excess Mg as the

Mg(+) samples. The subscript in or Sb are used to denote the intrinsic or

Sb-doped sample. For example, Mg(-)in stands for the intrinsic Mg2Si0.4Sn0.6

compensated with 12 mol.% excess Mg while Mg(+)Sb stands for the 1.5 mol.%

Sb-doped Mg2Si0.4Sn0.6 compensated with 17 mol.% excess Mg in the starting

materials.

4.3.1 Material Characterizations

In FIG. 5.1 and its inset, the XRD patterns of the Mg(-) samples (red

and blue curves) show two small peaks around 30-33 degrees, which are due

to a Sn impurity phase. These two peaks are absent in the Mg(+) samples

(green and pink). The precipitation of Sn phase indicates that 12% extra

Mg cannot fully compensate for the Mg loss during the sample preparation.

However, it is unknown whether Mg vacancies exist in the major Mg2Si0.4Sn0.6

phase even though Mg is deficient. To look for the presence of Mg vacancy in

the lattice of Mg(-) samples, we performed a Rietveld refinement of the XRD

data to determine the Mg site occupancy (Occ.Mg). Since the occupancy

is highly correlated with the thermal parameters Biso, we fixed the Biso at

an optimized value for all the refinements. As shown in Table 5.1, Occ.Mg

in both Mg(+) samples are close to the stoichiometric value of 2. On the

other hand, Occ.Mg are 1.986 and 1.972 for Mg(-)in and Mg(-)Sb, respectively,

indicating that a small fraction of Mg vacancies (1.4 to 2.8 mol.%) exists in
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Figure 4.1: X-ray di↵raction patterns of four di↵erent Mg2Si0.4Sn0.6 samples.
The inset shows that Sn peaks at 30-33 degrees appear in the two Mg(-)
samples (red and blue curves), but not in the two Mg(+) samples (green and
pink curves).

the Mg(-) samples. In addition, Sb doping appears to lower the Occ.Mg of

Mg(-)Sb relative to that of Mg(-)in, in agreement with the observations made

in previous studies.[80, 81, 82] The lattice parameters of the Mg(-) samples

are slightly smaller than those of their Mg(+) counterparts, possibly due to

the precipitation of Sn element. However, the change of lattice parameters is

so small that the change of the Si/Sn ratio is not important for our results.
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Table 4.1: Mg site occupancy and lattice parameter obtained by Rietveld
refinement and reliability factors of each refinement.
Sample Starting Mg site Lattice parameter RP �2

name composition occupancy [Å]
Mg(-)in Mg2.24Si0.4Sn0.6 1.986± 0.008 6.6017± 0.0002 8.49 1.45
Mg(-)Sb Mg2.24(Si0.4Sn0.6)0.985Sb0.015 1.972± 0.009 6.6030± 0.0003 9.31 1.30
Mg(+)in Mg2.34Si0.4Sn0.6 1.998± 0.008 6.6023± 0.0002 9.08 1.69
Mg(+)Sb Mg2.34(Si0.4Sn0.6)0.985Sb0.015 2.003± 0.009 6.6042± 0.0003 8.09 1.29

4.3.2 Transport Properties

The temperature-dependent transport properties of all Mg2Si0.4Sn0.6

samples are shown in FIG. 4.2. For the Mg(+) samples, 1.5 mol.% Sb doping

e↵ectively induces a change in the material from a non-degenerate semiconduc-

tor to a degenerate one. As shown in FIG. 4.2 (a), the electron concentration

(nH) of Mg(+)in is only about 5.8 ⇥ 1018cm�3 at room temperature. Such

a low electron density may come from a trace amount of Si or Sn vacancies.

With 1.5 mol.% of Sb doping, the nH of Mg(+) sample increases dramatically

to 2.7 ⇥ 1020cm�3 at room temperature. It is evident that the Sb dopants in

Mg(+)Sb are fully ionized as the extrinsic electron density (2.7 ⇥ 1020cm�3)

is approximately equal to the Sb dopant density (2.1 ⇥ 1020cm�3). The See-

beck coe�cient (S) and electrical conductivity (�) of both Mg(+) samples are

shown in FIG. 4.2 (c, d). Mg(+)Sb exhibits a typical degenerate-semiconductor

behavior: the absolute value of S rises linearly while � drops as T increases,

which indicates that Sb doping e↵ectively raises the Fermi level into the con-

duction band. Compared to Mg(+)Sb, Mg(+)in exhibits a much higher S and

lower � values, which is consistent with its lower carrier concentration. More-
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over, Mg(+)in shows a smooth insulator to metal transition with increasing

temperature: � gradually rises as temperature increases but starts to drop

above 250 K. The details of this transition are discussed in section III.E.

While the transport properties of the Mg(+) samples are expected and

understandable, those of the Mg(-) samples are not. First, Mg(-)in is an n-type

semiconductor, as both the Hall coe�cient (RH) and S are negative (shown

in FIG. 4.2 (b, c)). It is known that intrinsic Mg2Si0.4Sn0.6 is a semiconductor

and its sign of RH and S are sensitive to the nature of trace impurities. With

a rigid-band model, Mg vacancies contribute two holes to the valence band,

which would shift the Fermi level into the valence band and give rise to a p-

type RH and S. Apparently, our experimental results contradict the prediction

of a rigid-band model. Secondly, Sb dopants in the Mg(-) sample do not lead

to an increase of electron concentration. In comparison, the same amount of

Sb doping in the Mg(+) sample increased the electron concentration by two

orders of magnitude. FIG. 4.2 (a) shows the electron concentrations at room

temperature are 4.3⇥ 1018cm�3 and 2.1⇥ 1018cm�3 for Mg(-)in and Mg(-)Sb,

respectively. The nH of Mg(-)Sb is even lower than that of Mg(-)in. The S

and � shown in FIG. 4.2 (b, c) indicate that both of the Mg(-) samples behave

as semiconductors. To understand these peculiar properties of Mg(-) samples,

we formulate a hypothesis that Mg vacancies do not create free holes in the

valance band, but rather induce localized hole states that trap the electrons

provided by Sb doping.
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Figure 4.2: (a) Temperature-dependent Hall carrier concentration; (b) Plot of
Hall resistance (⇢H) vs. field (H) plot. The Hall coe�cient is the product of
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tinguishes electrons or holes as the majority carrier; a negative slope indicates
electron conduction and a positive slope indicates hole conduction; (c) and
(d), temperature-dependent Seebeck coe�cient and electrical conductivity of
the undoped Mg2Si0.4Sn0.6/Mg2��Si0.4Sn0.6 and Sb-doped samples.
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4.3.3 Electronic structure calculation

The density of states (DOS) from the PBE level of calculations are con-

sistent with rigid band model, where Mg vacancies only shift the Fermi level

into the valance band and hole states formed are delocalized. However, it is

well known that self-interaction errors in pure DFT introduce artificial delo-

calization and severely underestimate band gaps. The hybrid HSE functional

better describes semiconductors, by including a portion of exact exchange.

The DOS configurations from HSE of Mg2Si0.375Sn0.625 with 1.85% vacancies

are shown in FIG. 4.3. FIG. 4.3 (a) shows that the hole state induced by Mg

vacancy is separated from the valance band. The inset shows that the state

is mainly localized on the four Si/Sn atoms nearest to the Mg vacancy site.

As one Sb dopant is introduced to a Si/Sn site, as shown in FIG.4.3 (b), the

hole state is singly occupied by a donor electron from Sb and the DOS splits

again as a result of electron-electron interactions associated with the intro-

duction of a second electron. FIG.4.3 (c) shows that until the concentration

of Sb reaches twice that of the Mg vacancies, all the donor electrons from Sb

are trapped, leaving no conduction band electrons in the material. Therefore,

samples with Mg vacancies exhibit poor conductivity even with a moderate

amount of Sb doping. A partially occupied localized state may carry mag-

netic moment. However, our calculation shows that the hybridization between

the localized state and the band state is so strong that magnetic moment is

screened at any level of doping. At all doping levels, the valance band remains

full, which explains why no p-type conduction is observed in this series of ma-
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terials. When the Sb concentration is high enough, the Fermi level is raised

to the bottom of the conduction band, as shown in FIG. 4.3 (d). Although

a minimum in the DOS still appears near the Fermi level, the electron distri-

bution of the highest occupied state (in real space) is more extended and not

localized around the vacancy or Sb sites. In other words, when the Sb doping

density exceeds double of the Mg vacancy density, electrons around Fermi level

appear to be itinerant and the material becomes a degenerate semiconductor.

This description is consistent with those previous experimental studies show

that Mg2Si1�xSnx behaves metallic when Sb dopant density exceeds twice of

Mg vacancy density. [80, 81, 82]

4.3.4 Localized-electron behavior in Mg2��Si0.4Sn0.6

In the last section, our DFT calculation predicted that in Mg2��Si0.4Sn0.6,

the Mg-vacancy (VMg) hole states lie in the band gap and the Fermi level lies

in between the VMg states and the valence band. The measured transport

properties of Mg(-)in shown in FIG.4.2 suggest that there exists a low con-

centration of electrons (equivalent to 0.03 mol.% one-electron dopants) in the

localized states. Our assumption is that these electrons are introduced by a

trace amount of Si/Sn vacancies (VSi/Sn) resulting from the Sn precipitation

during synthesis. The in-gap VMg states, together with the VSi/Sn electrons,

could account for the n-type conductivity observed in Mg2��Si0.4Sn0.6. Fur-

thermore, these VSi/Sn can be attracted to Mg vacancies and from (VSi/SnVMg)

complex. This complex would create occupied localized states that are on tope
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of the valence band but below the empty VMg states. Thermal excitation of

electrons from these occupied states to the empty VMg states would not cre-

ate p-type conductivity since the holes would be trapped in these (VSi/SnVMg)

localized states.

In addition, the DFT calculations in the last section also explains the

low electron density in Mg(-)Sb. As shown in FIG.4.3 (b), if the VMg states are

partially filled by electrons due to Sb doping, the filled states merge into the

valence band. The DOS around the Fermi level are thus reduced, resulting in

a slight decrease in electron density in Mg(-)Sb.

In this section, we show that this localized VMg states model is further

supported by the localized-electron behaviors manifest in transport properties

of Mg(-) samples. FIG. 4.2(c) shows how the Seebeck coe�cient of Mg(-)

varies as a function of temperature. Above 350 K, there is a plateau where

the Seebeck coe�cient value is high, but only weakly temperature-dependent.

This behavior is characteristic of localized carriers, whose Seebeck coe�cient

is described by the Heikes formula, S = kB
e
ln1�z

z
, where kB is the Boltzmann

constant, e is the electron charge, and z is the ratio of carriers to sites,[85]

which is constant when the number of mobile carriers is constant. A similar

behavior also shows up in Mg(-)Sb, but the plateau moves to a lower temper-

ature, as the activation energy for electron transfer is reduced by the greater

occupancy of trap states.

The electrical conductivity depends on two components: the carrier

density and carrier mobility. In order to distinguish between these two com-
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Figure 4.4: Normalized Arrhenius plot of electrical conductivity (�), Hall mo-
bility (µ) and Hall carrier concentration (nH) for Mg(-)in (left) and Mg(-)Sb
(right).

ponents, we made a normalized Arrhenius plot of electrical conductivity (�),

Hall mobility (µ) and Hall carrier concentration (nH) in FIG. 4.4. For Mg(-)in,

the temperature-dependence of � is dominated by µ over the entire measured

temperature range. The increase of µ with temperature indicates thermally

excited electron hopping between localized states. For Mg(-)Sb, the thermally

excited electron hopping also dominates the increase of � vs. T at T < 300 K.

At T > 300 K, nH increases abruptly, indicating a thermal excitation of carri-

ers. It is possible that Sb doping in Mg(-)Sb raises the Fermi level in the gap

states, making it easier to excite electrons.
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4.3.5 Localized states at conduction band tail

We have previously described Mg-vacancy induced localized states within

the band gap. Here we present evidence for other localized states (the band-tail

states) at the bottom of the conduction band edge. As mentioned in section

III.B, the electrical conductivity of intrinsic Mg(+) shows a smooth metal-

insulator-transition (MIT) around 250 K. We have also observed similar be-

haviors in several Sb-doped Mg2Si0.4Sn0.6 materials with a small Mg-deficiency

(results not shown in this work). The Sb or Si/Sn-vacancy impurities create a

perturbation of the periodic potential, which create Anderson localized states

at a band edge. This MIT transition from Anderson localization in the band

tail is the result of increasing EF across the mobility edge. Anderson showed

that with a large degree of lattice disorder, the di↵usion of a one-electron wave

function might be absent at 0 K.[86] Mott proposed that a gap can form when

the Fermi level is below a mobility edge EC , which separates localized elec-

tronic states from the band states.[87, 88] It was noted that if EC�EF > kBT ,

hopping transport dominates; if EC � EF < kBT , band transport dominates.

When EF is located in the energies of the localized band-tail states close to

EC , one would observe a transition of electrical conductivity from non-metallic

to metallic behavior as temperature increases.

The temperature-dependent electrical conductivity of Mg(+)in can be

well interpreted with the mobility-edge model. At 0 K, EF is located in the

energies of the localized band-tail states. As shown in FIG.4.5, at lower tem-

perature the Hall mobility increases with temperature, which indicates elec-
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trons are thermally excited from localized states to band states. In this stage,

the temperature-dependence of electrical conductivity can be described by

as: � = �oexp[� (EC�EF )/2
kBT

].[89] With increasing temperature, when kBT >

EC � EF , the electrical conductivity and charge mobility starts to decrease

with increasing temperature (shown in FIG. 4.2(d) and FIG. 4.5), as expected

in a degenerate semiconductor due to electron scattering.[90, 49]

In contrast, the Fermi level of Mg(+)Sb falls well inside the conduction

band and exhibits a metallic conductivity over the entire temperature range.

While Mg(-)in has the Fermi level in the localized in-gap VMg states and thus

exhibits a hopping behavior.

4.4 Summary

We have presented a localized electron model to account for the in-

triguing transport properties of the Mg2��Si0.4Sn0.6 solid solution with Mg

vacancies. We have demonstrated that Mg vacancies, instead of contributing

free holes, create localized empty states that trap electrons introduced with

dopants. The DOS, as calculated with DFT, confirms that Mg vacancies in-

deed create isolated hole states in band gap. When doped with Sb, the donor

electrons are trapped in these localized hole states until the density of Sb

dopants exceeds double of that of the Mg vacancies. This localized-electron

model is manifest by the localized-electron behavior in the Seebeck coe�cient

near room temperature as well as the observed thermally-activated hopping

conductivity. In addition, we have demonstrated a thermally-driven insulator-
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metal-transition as the Fermi level, EF , crosses the mobility edge, EC , located

at the conduction band tail in the lightly eletron-doped Mg2Si0.4Sn0.6 material

(e.g., Mg(+)in).

Mg vacancies in Mg2��Si0.4Sn0.6 can be created during synthesis or in

subsequent heat treatments when Mg is oxidized or evaporated from the mate-

rial. Mg vacancies create localized states that neutralize the Sb doping e↵ect.

Moreover, the electrical conductivity can be significantly reduced if the Fermi

level falls within the localized Mg-vacancy states or the band-tail states with

EF below the mobility edge. The formation of Mg vacancies is a problem,

which must be resolved to enhance the performance of the silicides in practi-

cal thermoelectric devices. In addition, our results may lead to a new approach

to improve the thermoelectric properties by creating resonant states between

the localized states and the band states.
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Chapter 5

Thermal stability and Al2O3 protective coating

Mg2Si1�xSnx solid solutions are promising thermoelectric materials to

be used in vehicle waste-heat recovery. The thermal stability issue of this

material, however, needs to be addressed before it can be applied in practi-

cal thermoelectric devices. In this work, we studied the crystal structure and

chemical composition of Mg2Si1�xSnx in inert gases atmosphere to 823 K. We

found that the sample was oxidized even in the high purity Ar gas with ex-

tremely low oxygen partial pressure. Although no obvious structural change

has been found in this slightly oxidized sample, carrier concentration decreases

significantly due to Mg vacancies created in the lattice. We demonstrated

that the atomic-layer deposited Al2O3 thin film coating can e↵ectively protect

Mg2Si1�xSnx from oxidation in an inert gases and even in air. This Al2O3 thin

film coating can also provide in situ protection to Sb-doped Mg2Si1�xSnx sam-

ple during laser flash measurement and therefore eliminate the measurement

error that occurres in uncoated samples as a result of sample oxidation and

graphite exfoliation.
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5.1 Introduction

Thermoelectric materials have attracted vast research interests for their

applications in waste-heat recovery and refrigeration.[1] Mg2Si1�xSnx solid so-

lutions are among the most promising n-type thermoelectric materials for ve-

hicle waste-heat recovery owing to their high thermoelectric performance as

well as light weight, low cost, earth abundance, and environmental friendliness

of the major constituent elements.[91, ?] A dimensionless figure-of-merit (ZT )

is commonly used to evaluate the thermoelectric properties of a material:

ZT =
S2�


T (5.1)

where S is the Seebeck coe�cient, � is the electrical conductivity, S2� is the

thermoelectric power,  is the thermal conductivity, and T is the absolute tem-

perature. Due to a peculiar feature in the conduction-band edge, Mg2Si1�xSnx

(x = 0.6 ⇠ 0.7) solid solutions with optimized electron doping can achieve a

high thermoelectric power factor.[91, 2, 15] Moreover, the lattice thermal con-

ductivity of Mg2Si1�xSnx can also be e↵ectively reduced by the alloying e↵ect

of the solid solution.[91, 2, 15] Therefore, electron doping in Mg2Si1�xSnx

(x = 0.6 ⇠ 0.7) solid solutions leads to a ZT = 1.1 ⇠ 1.3.[91, 2, 15, 40]

However, the thermal stability issue of Mg2Si1�xSnx solid solution is a major

obstacle that must be tackled before the material can be applied in practical

thermoelectric devices.[92, 93, 94, 95, 96]

Tani et al. found that Mg2Si starts to react with air significantly above
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723 K and the oxidation layer develops into the sample by oxygen di↵usion.[92]

Bourgeois et al. studied the thermal stability of Mg2Si1�xSnx solid solutions

by in situ temperature X-ray powder di↵raction in argon gas. They found

Mg2Si1�xSnx powers begin to decompose into MgO, Si and Sn at 630 K; the

dense pellets decompose at a much slower rate than that in the powder sample

owing to their smaller specific surface area.[93] Sonndergaard et al. found

that in both Mg2Si0.4Sn0.6 and Mg2Si0.6Sn0.4, a Sn-rich Mg2Si1�xSnx phase

segregates quickly upon heating to 673 K in air.[94] Skomedal et al. pointed

out that in Mg2Si1�xSnx compounds, Sn-rich solid solutions decompose faster

at lower temperatures compared to the Si-rich solid solutions.[95] Yin et al.

examined the thermal stability of Mg2Si0.3Sn0.7 in vacuum as well as in air.

When heated at 773 K in vacuum, the Mg2Si0.3Sn0.7 solid solution su↵ers a

severe Mg loss due to the high vapor pressure of Mg; when heated in air

without protection, the sample was oxidized eventually.[96]

Besides the chemical stabilities, the influences of heat treatment on

transport properties in Mg2Si1�xSnx solid solutions have also been examined.

Bourgeois et al. found that in unprotected intrinsic Mg2Si1�xSnx solid solu-

tions, both the electrical resistivity and thermoelectric power curves are re-

peatable when the temperature cycles up to 770 K.[93] Yin et al. found that

after a heat treatment at 823 K, the BN-coated Mg2(Si0.3Sn0.7)0.98Sb0.02 ex-

hibits reduced carrier concentration and carrier mobility owing to the Mg loss

and Sn precipitation during the heat treatment.[96] We will discuss in Section

III B that these two di↵erent observations may not contradict each other.
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To avoid the thermal degradation in Mg2Si1�xSnx solid solutions, pro-

tective coatings on these compounds must be applied. Tani et al. fabricated a

0.7µm �-FeSi2 film on Mg2Si pellet by RF magnetron-sputtering deposition in

order to protect Mg2Si from oxidation at 873 K. [92] Skomedal et al. reported

a micron-sized Al2O3 coating e↵ectively protects the Mg2Si0.4Sn0.6 bulk from

degradation at 673 K.[95] However, the details of the Al2O3 coating was not

revealed. Yin et al. applied a BN coating on Mg2Si0.3Sn0.7 by spraying a layer

of 0.5 mm BN, which provides a good protection of the sample up to 773 K;

the carrier density in the sample deteriorates at 823 K.[96]

Most thermal stability studies of Mg2Si1�xSnx reviewed above were per-

formed in air. In this work, we investigate the thermal stability of Mg2Si1�xSnx

in inert gas atmospheres, where physical properties were monitored during the

thermal cycles. We found that thermal degradation of Mg2Si1�xSnx takes

place slowly even in inert gas, which leads to a reduced electrical conductiv-

ity. Inspired by the surface passivation of Al metal, we employed an Al2O3

thin film deposited by atomic-layer deposition (ALD) as a protective coating

on the surface of a Mg2Si1�xSnx pellet. In recent years, the Al2O3 thin film

has become a popular passivation material for silicon in the microelectronic

and photovoltaic industries.[97, 98] The ALD-grown Al2O3 is amorphous and

thus is able to provide a dense and uniform coverage over the sample surface.

The ALD deposition mechanism also ensures a good adhesion of the Al2O3

to the sample surface. We find that the Al2O3-coated Mg2Si1�xSnx is stable

in inert gases at 823 K for 12 hours while the unprotected sample completely
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decomposed into MgO, Si and Sn during the same heating situation. The ther-

moelectric properties of Al2O3-coated Mg2Si1�xSnx are not compromised after

a temperature cycle. In addition, the nano-scale thin layer of Al2O3 coating

provides in situ protection to the Mg2Si1�xSnx samples during a laser-flash

measurement, which e↵ectively eliminates measurement errors resulting from

the exfoliation of the graphite coating that is required in the measurement.

5.2 Methods

The Mg2Si0.4Sn0.6 samples were synthesized by using the solid-state

reaction method and pelletized using spark plasma sintering (SPS).[36] The

as-prepared pellets had over 98% of their theoretical density. The pellets were

cut into proper sizes and polished with 30-micron sand papers before perform-

ing the coating and measurements. The Al2O3 thin film was coated at 150 �C

for 200 cycles with the Cambridge NanoTech Savannah 100 ALD apparatus.

The Al2O3 growth rate is ⇠ 0.91 Å/cycle for the 150 �C recipe. The thickness

of Al2O3 thin film was around 18 nm. The phase purity and the crystal struc-

ture of samples were characterized by X-Ray di↵raction (XRD) on a Phillip

X’pert di↵ractometer with Cu K↵ radiation. A scanning electron microscopic

(SEM) investigation and Energy-dispersive x-ray spectroscopy (EDX) analysis

was conducted with FEI Quanta 650 ESEM. The thermogravimetric analysis

(TGA) was conducted with a Mettler Thermogravimetric Analyzer, Model

TGA/DSC 1. The thermoelectric properties, including Seebeck coe�cient,

electrical conductivity and thermal conductivity, were measured simultane-
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ously from 2 K to 400 K with a physical properties measurement system

(PPMS, Quantum Design). The scanning Seebeck coe�cient measurement was

conducted by utilizing a cold scanning thermocouple tip on heated samples.[99]

The thermal di↵usivity was measured by using the laser flash method on a

Netzsch LFA 457 apparatus.

5.3 Results and Analysis

5.3.1 Crystal structure and morphology

In order to investigate the thermal stability of Mg2Si0.4Sn0.6 dense pel-

lets in air as well as in inert gases, we conducted thermogravimetric analysis

(TGA) up to 873 K at a heating rate of 3 K/min with air or N2 gas (O2 or

H2O < 20 PPM) flowing at a rate of 50 ml/min. As shown in Fig. 5.1(a),

the as-made pellet started to gain weight around 700 K in air, indicating the

onset of the samples oxidation; the oxidation became more severe above 800

K, manifest by the abrupt weight gain. The pellet became porous and brittle

after TGA measurement and the XRD pattern shown in Fig. 5.1(b) indicates

that the pellet partially decomposed into Si, Sn and MgO. For the as-made

pellet heated in N2 gas, the TGA curve indicates that the oxidation still un-

dergoes beyond 700 K but is less severe compared to the sample studied in

air. In fact, the oxidation is so slight that it can hardly be observed in the

XRD pattern shown in Fig. 5.1(b). To protect the Mg2Si0.4Sn0.6 pellets from

oxidation in air as well as in inert gases, we applied the Al2O3 thin-film coat-

ing on the Mg2Si0.4Sn0.6 surfaces since the dense Al2O3 layer would e↵ectively
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Figure 5.1: (a) Thermogravimetric analysis of the as-made Mg2Si0.4Sn0.6 pel-
lets in flowing air (red curve) and in flowing N2 (blue curve); thermogravimetric
analysis of the Al2O3-coated Mg2Si0.4Sn0.6 pellets in flowing air (green curve)
and in flowing N2 (pink curve); (b) The XRD profiles of the Mg2Si0.4Sn0.6

pellets after TGA measurement. The XRD peak positions of Si, Sn, and MgO
phases are denoted by the vertical sticks.

protect the sample from contacting oxygen and corrosive vapor. To study the

details how the Al2O3 thin-film coating prevents the oxidation, TGA analysis

was also conducted on the Al2O3-coated Mg2Si0.4Sn0.6 pellets in air and N2.

As shown in Fig. 5.1(a), the Al2O3-coated sample measured in air gained a

very little weight above 800 K; the same Al2O3-coated sample heated in N2

was stable up to 873 K.

The Mg2Si0.4Sn0.6 samples after TGA analysis were examined with

scanning electron microscopy (SEM) to investigate the morphology change.

After heating in air, the as-made Mg2Si0.4Sn0.6 pellet was brittle and cracked;

we examined both the surface and the cracked cross-section of the sample,
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Table 5.1: The atomic ratios of Mg, Si and Sn in di↵erent locations marked
by ⇥ in Fig. 5.3(a) and (b) analyzed by energy-dispersive x-ray spectroscopy.

Atomic ratio Mg [%] Si [%] Sn [%]
Mg2Si0.4Sn0.6 66.7 13.3 20.0

A 89.0 7.1 3.9
B 85.7 0.4 13.8
C 51.9 0.7 47.4
D 41.9 43.7 14.4

as is shown in Fig. 5.2(a) and (b), respectively. Fig. 5.2(a) shows that on

the surface of the as-made Mg2Si0.4Sn0.6 pellet heat-treated in air, there exist

flat terrains (denoted by letter A) surrounded by raised and porous structures

(denoted by letter B). We analyze the atomic ratios of Mg, Si, and Sn within

these two areas using Energy-dispersive x-ray spectroscopy (EDX). The EDX

results listed in Table 1 indicate that flat terrain is Si-rich while the raised

porous structure is Sn-rich. Yin et al. reported that Mg2Si1�xSnx solid so-

lutions decompose into Sn-rich and Si-rich phases during heat treatment due

to a peritectic reaction.[96] Fig. 5.2(a) suggests that the degradation in the

Sn-rich phase is more severe than in the Si-rich phase, which is consistent with

Skomedal et al.s conclusion that a Sn-rich phase can be oxidized at a fast rate

and at lower temperatures.[95] In Fig. 5.2(b), we found that inside the col-

lapsed sample, there are micron-sized free-standing pillars (denoted by letter

C). EDX analysis indicates that the pillars are significantly Sn-rich while the

porous bulk beneath the pillars (denoted by letter D) is Si-rich. As shown in

Table 1, the Mg atomic ratio in the bulk (region C and D) is significantly lower

than that on the surface (region A and B). These results suggest that during
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heat treatment, Mg element in the bulk tends to migrate to the surface and

to react with oxygen, which results in a Mg-deficient bulk. Moreover, since

the Mg concentration is higher in the Sn-rich pillars (C) than in the Si-rich

bulk (D), the Sn-rich phase appears to be liquefied at high temperatures to

further facilitate Mg migration from the bulk to the surface. However, further

investigation may be conducted in order to fully understand the decomposition

mechanism of Mg2Si1�xSnx solid solutions.

As shown in Fig. 5.2(c), the as-made Mg2Si0.4Sn0.6 sample was uni-

formly covered with a porous layer of MgO after heat treatment in N2. In

sharp contrast, Fig. 5.2(d) shows a clear surface of the Al2O3-coated sample

after heat treatment in air. Although these two samples show little di↵erence

in XRD patterns in Fig. 5.1(b), both the TGA and SEM analysis suggest that

the uncoated Mg2Si0.4Sn0.6 sample is more vulnerable to oxidation even though

the heating is conducted in N2.

To further studied the thermal stability of Mg2Si0.4Sn0.6 at elevated

temperatures for extended hours, we annealed two Mg2Si0.4Sn0.6 pellets, with

and without Al2O3 coating, in a tube furnace where the argon gas (ultra

high purity, 99.999%) was flowing through. Fig. 5.3(a) shows the two pellets

before annealing. Although the Al2O3 coating is only 18 nm thick, it changes

the pellet color from metallic silver to purple red by modifying the surface

reflectance. After being annealed at 823 K for 12 hours in flowing argon,

the as-made pellet was totally decomposed, as shown in Fig. 5.3(b). The

XRD profile shown in Fig. 5.3(c) indicates the as-made Mg2Si0.4Sn0.6 pellet
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Figure 5.2: SEM images of (a) surface and (b) cracked cross-section of the bare
Mg2Si0.4Sn0.6 pellet after TGA measurement in flowing air, (c) cross-section
of the bare Mg2Si0.4Sn0.6 pellet measured in flowing N2, and (d) cross-section
of the Al2O3-coated Mg2Si0.4Sn0.6 pellet measured in flowing air.
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Figure 5.3: (a) Image of Mg2Si0.4Sn0.6 pellets with and without Al2O3 thin
film coating. (b) Image of the pellets described in (a) after being annealed
at 823 K for 12 hours in a flowing argon; the bare pellet totally decomposed
into a powder that was collected on a platinum foil. (c) The XRD patterns
for the sample before annealing (black curve), the Al2O3-coated sample after
annealing (red curve), and the bare pellet after annealing (blue curve). The
bare sample after annealing consists of Si, Sn, and MgO phases whose XRD
peak positions are indicated by the vertical sticks.
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completely decomposed into MgO, Si and Sn:

Mg2Si0.4Sn0.6 +O2 = 2MgO + 0.4Si + 0.6Sn (5.2)

Bourgeois et al.s study have suggested that Mg2Si1�xSnx pellet could be par-

tially oxidized under inert gas atmosphere.[93] However, our study further

suggested that when the Mg2Si0.4Sn0.6 is exposed to the low level of residual

oxygen in inert gas for extended hours, the solid solution phase would com-

pletely decompose. On the other hand, the Al2O3-coating again exhibits an

e↵ective oxidation-resistance as the Al2O3-coated pellet shows no change in

appearance as well as in the XRD pattern.

5.3.2 Thermoelectric properties

Thermoelectric-property measurements of Mg2Si1�xSnx were mostly

conducted in inert gas atmospheres. In section III.A, however, we have demon-

strated that even in inert gas atmosphere, unprotected Mg2Si1�xSnx pellets

su↵ers oxidation to some extent depending on the residual oxygen level. In

this section, we attempt to investigate whether a slight oxidation during mea-

surement would alter thermoelectric properties of the Sb-doped Mg2Si0.4Sn0.6.

Two rectangular-shaped Mg2(Si0.4Sn0.6)0.985Sb0.015 samples, with and with-

out Al2O3 thin film coating, were heated in an Ar-flowing tube furnace with

the temperature ramping to 823 K at the rate of 3 K/min and then cooled

down naturally. The uncoated sample after the temperature cycle was cov-

ered with a layer of white MgO powder and the Al2O3-coated sample had no

visible change. After removing the surface layer, however, the XRD patterns
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Figure 5.4: (a) Dimensionless figure-of-merit (ZT ), (b) Seebeck coe�-
cient, (c) electrical conductivity and (d) thermal conductivity of three
Mg2(Si0.4Sn0.6)0.985Sb0.015 samples; blackdots denote the sample that is not
heat-treated, red quares denote the Al2O3-coated sample after a temperature
cycle, and blue-triangle denote the as-made sample without the Al2O3 coatin-
gafter a temperature cycle.
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show no distinct di↵erence between these two samples. We then conducted

thermoelectric-property measurements on these two samples from 2 K to 400

K by using the thermal transport option in PPMS. As shown in Fig. 5.4(a),

the high-temperature treatment did not change the figure-of-merit (ZT ) of the

Al2O3-coated sample, but it significantly reduced the ZT of the unprotected

Mg2Si0.4Sn0.6 sample by 28% at 300 K. When looking further into the thermo-

electric properties shown in Fig. 5.4(b-d), it is clear that the decrease of ZT in

the unprotected Mg2Si0.4Sn0.6 sample is due to a reduction of carrier concentra-

tion during the heat treatment. A calculation based on the room temperature

Seebeck coe�cient shows that the carrier concentration in the as-made sample

dropped from 2.5⇥ 1020 cm�3 before heat treatment to 0.7⇥ 1020 cm�3 after

heat treatment. This significantly reduced carrier concentration leads to the

higher value of Seebeck coe�cient, the much-reduced electrical conductivity,

the decreased electronic thermal conductivity, and a lower ZT .

In order to confirm that the changes in thermoelectric properties are

caused by oxidation instead of the inhomogeneity of the original sample, we

conducted a scanning Seebeck coe�cient measurement on a 6 cm ⇥ 6 cm ⇥

1 mm Mg2(Si0.4Sn0.6)0.995Sb0.005 square sample. One half of the pellet was

coated with Al2O3 while the other half was uncoated. The square pellet then

was subjected to a temperature cycle from room temperature to 823 K in an

argon-flowing tube furnace. Afterwards, the pellet surface was polished for

scanning Seebeck coe�cient measurement. As shown in Fig. 5.5., the Seebeck

coe�cient on the left side is more homogeneous and the average value is around
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Figure 5.5: Scanning Seebeck coe�cient measurement on a 6 mm ⇥ 6 mm ⇥ 1
mm Mg2(Si0.4Sn0.6)0.995Sb0.005 square pellet after thermal treatment; a total of
11 ⇥ 11 data points were collected across the sample. Before heat treatment,
the left side of the sample was coated with an Al2O3 thin film; the right side
of the sample had no coating. After heat treatment, the whole sample surface
was polished for the scanning Seebeck coe�cient measurement.
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�130 µV/K. In contrast, the average value of the Seebeck coe�cient on the

right side of the pellet is clearly higher, suggesting that oxidation is the major

cause of the reduced carrier concentration.

This observation indicates that the decrease of carrier concentration

is associated with the Mg vacancies created in Mg2Si0.4Sn0.6 lattice during

oxidation:

Mg2Si0.4Sn0.6 + �O2 = Mg2��Si0.4Sn0.6 + 2�MgO (5.3)

As proposed in our previous study,[100] Mg vacancies in the Mg2Si0.4Sn0.6 lat-

tice can form the localized hole states, which trap the Sb-dopant electrons and

thus reduce the carrier concentration. Yin et al. have also reported a decrease

in carrier concentration that is associated with Mg loss in the Mg2Si0.3Sn0.7

matrix. They also observed a reduced ZT in Mg2Si0.3Sn0.7 after the sample

was annealed in air at 823 K.[96] However, Bourgeois et al. found in the un-

doped Mg2Si1�xSnx compound, the transport properties are repeatable under

thermal cycles.[93] As mentioned in Section I, these two observations may not

contradict with each other. In Bourgeois study, the undoped Mg2Si1�xSnx

solid solutions were intrinsic semiconductors. After Mg vacancies are created

in during thermal cycles, they form empty states instead of contributing free

holes.[100] Therefore, the presence of Mg vacancies in intrinsic Mg2Si1�xSnx do

not change the carrier concentration significantly. In both Yins and this work,

the Mg2Si1�xSnx compound was doped with Sb. The hole states induced by Mg

vacancies can largely trap the Sb dopant electrons and significantly change the
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Figure 5.6: Thermal di↵usivity results of (a) Mg2(Si0.4Sn0.6)0.995Sb0.005 and
(b) Mg2(Si0.4Sn0.6)0.985Sb0.015 measured by the laser-flash method. The filled
symbols denote the samples coated with Al2O3 thin film during measurement;
the hollow symbols denote the samples without Al2O3 coating during mea-
surement.

carrier concentration. In practical thermoelectric applications, Mg2Si1�xSnx

solid solutions are usually doped with an adequate amount of Sb or Bi in

order to achieve an optimal carrier concentration. Therefore, if the material

su↵ers Mg loss under heat treatment, the carrier concentration and electrical

conductivity would deteriorate.
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5.3.3 Laser-flash measurements

The laser-flash method is commonly employed to measure the thermal

di↵usivity and thermal conductivity above room temperature.[101] In this sec-

tion, we demonstrate that sample oxidation will introduce errors in the result

of the laser flash measurement. Fig. 5.6 shows the thermal di↵usivity results

of Sb-doped Mg2Si0.4Sn0.6 samples measured by the laser-flash method. The

thermal di↵usivity curves of the unprotected samples do not overlap on heating

up and cooling down, even though the measurement is carried out in flowing

helium gas (ultra high purity, 99.999%). Prior to the measurement, the sam-

ple chamber was vacuum-purged three times in order to remove the residual

oxygen. After excluding many other possibilities, we can attribute the gap of

thermal di↵usivity at a temperature between heating up and cooling down to

the sample oxidation on the samples surface; the surface oxidation separates

the graphite coating from the bulk during measurement. In a standard laser-

flash measurement, a thin graphite coating is required on both sides of a sample

to absorb the laser heat at front side and to assist emission at the rear side.

For Mg2Si1�xSnx samples, however, we observed that the graphite layer was

exfoliated from the sample surface after measurement. An MgO layer appears

to grow on the Mg2Si1�xSnx surface during the measurement that prevents

graphite from adhering to the sample surface. Exfoliating the graphite layer

during measurement largely o↵sets the laser pulse absorption that leads to a

smaller thermal di↵usivity value. In order to solve the graphite-exfoliation

problem, we applied the Al2O3-thin film coating to provide an in situ protec-
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tion to the Mg2Si1�xSnx pellet during measurement. Fig. 5.6 shows that the

thermal di↵usivity results of the Al2O3-coated sample are consistent and inde-

pendent of the temperature ramping directions. One may be curious whether

the Al2O3 coating alters the result of the thermal di↵usivity measurement.

In order to address this concern, we have compared two fresh samples, one

with the coating and the other without coating. Their thermal di↵usivities at

room temperature are identical. Therefore, Al2O3 thin film coating is a good

strategy to avoid measurement errors due to sample oxidation and graphite

exfoliation in laser-flash measurements for Mg2Si1�xSnx solid solutions.

5.4 Summary

In this work, we found that Mg2Si0.4Sn0.6 solid solution is not stable

at high temperatures even under the inert gas commercially available. At

temperatures above 700 K, the Mg element in this material becomes oxidized

by residual oxygen in the inert gas; however, the oxidation is not so vigorous

as in air. The Mg oxidation in Mg2Si0.4Sn0.6 leads to phase decomposition into

Si-rich and Sn-rich phases. Our results indicate that the Sn-rich phase melts

as temperature increases, which accelerates the Mg migration from the bulk

into the surface and the oxidation. We also demonstrated that the oxidation

of Sb-doped Mg2Si0.4Sn0.6 in the inert gas reduces the carrier concentration

and deteriorates the figure-of-merit of the material. To protect the sample

from thermal degradation, we applied a nanoscale Al2O3 thin-film coating on

the samples surface to prevent the sample from exposure to residual oxygen.
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The Al2O3-coated Mg2Si0.4Sn0.6 exhibited a good oxidation resistance at 823

K for 12 hours and stable thermoelectric properties upon temperature cycling

in the Ar gas. Last but not least, we have demonstrated that the Al2O3 thin

film coating provides an in situ protection to Mg2Si0.4Sn0.6 samples during

laser-flash measurement, which eliminates the measurement error due to the

sample oxidation and graphite exfoliation.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions

This dissertation focused on the development of the Mg2Si-Mg2Sn solid-

solution system for its thermoelectric applications. In order to be applied in

practical use, a thermoelectric material should be high-performing and ther-

mally stable at the working temperature. In this dissertation, e↵orts were

made to improve the figure-of-merit and thermal stability of Mg2Si1�xSnx solid

solutions based on the understanding of the structure-properties relationships.

The maximum ZT of Mg2Si0.4Sn0.6 is reported at ⇠ 750 K, above

which the ZT decreases due to the emerging of bipolar conduction. To elim-

inate the detrimental bipolar conduction, Ge substitution is employed to in-

crease the band gap of Mg2Si0.4Sn0.6. Sb-doped Mg2Si0.4Sn0.6�yGey (y=0,

0.1, 0.2) solid solutions were prepared by a solid-state reaction followed by

spark plasma sintering. The thermoelectric-property measurements on these

samples suggest that the bipolar conduction is e↵ectively reduced in the Ge-

substituted compositions. Particularly, the ZT of Mg2Si0.4Sn0.5Ge0.1 is su-

perior to that of Mg2Si0.4Sn0.6 above 650 K. However, it was also found that

Ge-substitution results in the energy splitting of the two converged conduction

bands in Mg2Si0.4Sn0.6 and leads to a reduced ZT in the Ge-substituted compo-
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sitions at lower temperatures. In addition, a triple-parabolic-band model was

established in order to account for the electronic contributions of two conduc-

tion bands as well as the valence band. This model enables the extraction of the

lattice thermal conductivity from the total thermal conductivity by explicitly

calculating the electronic and bipolar thermal conductivities. The calculation

results suggest the lattice thermal conductivities of the Ge-substituted com-

positions are as low as that in Mg2Si0.4Sn0.6. The Ge-substitution is confirmed

as an e↵ective approach to eliminate the thermoelectric bipolar conduction

occurs in Mg2Si0.4Sn0.6 at temperatures above 650 K without increasing the

lattice thermal conductivity.

The investigation into the Mg-vacancies e↵ect on the Mg2Si0.4Sn0.6

electronic structure was motivated by two observations. First, the undoped

Mg2��Si0.4Sn0.6 exhibits electron-conduction behavior whereas Mg vacancies

are expected to create holes. Second, Sb doping does not increase the carrier

concentration in Mg2��Si0.4Sn0.6. A localized-states model was thus proposed

that the Mg vacancies (VMg) induce localized empty states inside the band

gap of Mg2Si0.4Sn0.6 rather than creating free holes in the valence band. These

localized VMg empty states continue to trap the extrinsic electrons introduced

by Sb doping until they are completely filled. This localized-states model is

confirmed by the electronic-structure calculation based on density functional

theory. This model is also validated by the electron-hopping transport mech-

anism manifest in the temperature-dependence of transport properties of the

intrinsic and Sb-doped Mg2��Si0.4Sn0.6. With the understanding of the e↵ect
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of Mg vacancies on electronic structure and transport properties, it is clear

that when a certain amount (i.e. ⇠ 1 mol. %) of Mg vacancies is created

in the Sb-doped Mg2Si0.4Sn0.6 lattice, both the carrier concentration and car-

rier mobility will decrease significantly and result in a much reduced electrical

conductivity and ZT .

Investigation is also carried out to study the thermal stability of the

solid-solution system upon heat treatment. It is found that Mg2Si0.4Sn0.6 is ox-

idized at temperatures above 700 K even in inert gas, although not so vigorous

as in air. However, a slight oxidation, which may not induce notable structural

change in the solid solution phase, significantly reduces the sample’s carrier

concentration and electrical conductivity. With previous understanding of the

relationship between Mg vacancies and carrier concentration, it is clear that

Mg oxidation during heat treatment creates Mg vacancies, which significantly

trap the Sb dopant electrons. In addition, the laser-flash measurements of

Mg2Si0.4Sn0.6 give rise to unrepeatable thermal di↵usivity results because of

the sample oxidation and the associated graphite exfoliation issues. To protect

the Mg2SixSn1�x solid solutions from thermal degradation, a Al2O3 thin film

coating was employed to prevent the compounds from exposure to residual

oxygen. The Al2O3-coated Mg2Si0.4Sn0.6 shows a good oxidation resistance

at 823 K for 12 hours and stable thermoelectric properties upon temperature

cycling in argon gas. The nanoscale Al2O3 thin film coating is also able to pro-

vide an in situ protection to Mg2Si0.4Sn0.6 during the laser-flash measurement,

which clearly eliminates the measurement error caused by sample oxidation
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and graphite exfoliation. Thermal degradation in Mg2SixSn1�x is detrimental

to its thermoelectric figure-of-merit and must be prevented before the material

can be applied in practical applications. The Al2O3 thin film coating provides

a possible solution to this thermal degradation problem.

Throughout this dissertation, it is believed that a scientific problem

cannot be solved without a deep understanding of the underlying principles.

Similarly, a good knowledge of the structure-properties relationships is vital

in materials design, development and processing. Therefore, exploring the

fundamental materials chemistry/physics and innovating materials engineering

strategies are equally important for thermoelectric materials developments.
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